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Often it is the little ideas that fulfil a grand 

purpose and become indispensable – even 

in these fast-moving times. Umbrellas are 

a fascinating example: The simple idea of 

protection against both sun and rain when 

on the move is both ancient and modern. 

This purpose would only be fulfilled half as 

well today if it wasn't for the many 

performance characteristics that have 

been added.

And a catalogue is similar. A well made 

sales document should offer a little more 

than just product descriptions. As a result, 

we have carried out creative brain-

storming for 2016 and present to you 

inspirations, information and ideas for the 

successful sale and use of our FARE 

branded umbrellas in the advertising trade.

Pages 6 to 25 show the full extent of our 

flashes of brainstorming brilliance. There you 

will find all of the innovations, special 

features, argumentation and information 

regarding the promotional labelling options. 

A must for every umbrella specialist.

From page 26 onwards, we have chosen to 

leave spontaneity behind, and provide you 

with a new product finder that 

incorporates all umbrellas in an overview 

for comparison. An orientation aid in the 

FARE umbrella world that can be explored in 

detail from page 30. But now there are even 

more details, since each product has plenty 

of space on its own page. And finally, the 

information that makes creative work 

considerably easier: The costs for the 

promotional labelling, explanations of 

the icons used or an overview according 

to article numbers.

Inspired by our central themes, there are no 

limits to creativity:

  Your FARE Schirmwerk

Searched and found – The 

new overview containing all 

articles, sorted according to 

price and features, offers an 

improved and faster overview!

From P. 26

A GREATER OVERVIEW

Ov
erv

iew
 of all icons

P. 164

Brain

Editorial
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Innovations for 2016

Safety

Colour variety

Attracting customers with the right colours –  

here you will find convincing arguments!

Fresh ideas – colours, forms and functions, everywhere 

you look there's something new to discover. Find out 

what from page

Illuminating examples of improved 

visibility at night and in the fog.

NO
WORRIES         IN THE DARK
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Midsize umbrellas

Their popularity knows no bounds, the range  

of colours is impressive and the 

features live up to all expectations.

Mini umbrellas Golf umbrellas

Christmas SummerRegular umbrellas

Bags

Everything safely stowed and quickly 

to hand – perfect convenience for out 

and about.

Santa fashion 

is top of 

the list.

The season 

for cheerful 

shades.

Whether impressively elegant, classic or sporty –  

they fit the purpose perfectly.

From ultra-light and super-small through to golf 

umbrella format – the minis have much to offer in 

terms of colour, designs and technology.

It's not just the dimensions that are fantastic,  

but also the options that enable representative 

advertising.
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How is it possible for a mature consumer article to be reinvented 

year upon year? Because FARE always has good ideas, ways in which 

functionality can be improved, designs revolutionised or ways in 

which the umbrella can simply be made more fun! Ideas
Fresh

Innovations for 2016

Doming

New! 
Promotional 

labelling option

New! 
EVA laser engraving 

See page 16

AC regular umbrella Colorline

Sew different
Subtle, but never invisible: The colour-coordinated decorative sewing on the hem of 

the cover and closing strap. The perfect enhancement to the strong colour used on the 

pole and frame. Advertise with more than just your good name, with doming on the 

handle or push-button or EVA laser engraving on the handle.

Available in eight colours:

P. 90 / Article 1083
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FARE®-AC mini umbrella Mini Style

A new addition 

to the Style family
The anthracite cover of the mini umbrella is tensioned over 

the coloured ribs when the automatic release is triggered. The 

rings on the handle, the stitching and the elasticated draw 

cord to match. A design that has already caused a stir in  

midsize umbrellas (4783).

Available in seven colours:

P. 46 / Article 5583

Golf umbrella Fibermatic® XL Vent

RATHER
SPORTING

The hand-friendly soft-touch grip of this umbrella is 

reminiscent of the structure of a golf ball. The ventilation 

system is also genius and literally takes the wind out of the 

wind's sails. 

Available in five colours:

P. 140 / Article 2339

Dual
Promotional 

labelling options

Mini umbrella FARE®-AOC Square

Chic2

The innovative square format of this mini umbrella is reflected in both the shape 

of open umbrella itself and in the shape of the top, handle and cuff case. 

Extremely practical: opens and closes automatically. 

Available in five colours:

P. 49 / Article 5649

MORE INNOVATIONS >>
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AOC mini umbrella

DIAMONDS
AT THEIR BEST

With the innovative diamond-shaped handle, this mini is a great invention. 

The handle sits perfectly in the hand. It also opens and closes 

automatically and is available in six colours: 

P. 43 / Article 5410

P. 116 / Article 4110
Now also available in 

red and lime

P. 47

New! 
Article 5460 now 

in 15 colours

Walking 
Club

Mini umbrella SlimLite® Adventure

Adventures start  

so very easily
This telescopic umbrella weighs next to nothing - just 143 g 

(without cuff case). But it still offers a full windproof system 

capable of withstanding even strong gusts. Always at hand 

with a carabiner that can be hooked onto a belt loop, 

rucksack or bag.

Available in five colours:

P. 39 / Article 5069
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AOC XL golf mini umbrella

The giant in pocket format
This mini umbrella with a dual automatic function offers shelter for two at the touch of a button or folds down small 

to save space. Attractive design, two-colour handle to match the cover.

Available in five colours:

P. 53 / Article 5601

Opens and closes
electrically

 
Electrical mini or regular umbrella, FARE-iAuto®

As if by magic 
There is a new technical feature from FARE available in both the mini and regular umbrella format: The iAuto umbrellas 

offer fully automated opening and closing. The motor hums for just a second – and you're out of the rain immediately. 

Of course it's environmentally-friendly, with the rechargeable battery housed in the handle. 

Mini umbrella P. 81 / Article 5380                       Regular umbrella P. 115 / Article 7380
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RED DOT DESIGN AWARD

The Red Dot Award for outstanding 

product design was awarded for 

the first time in October of 1955.

In the 60 years of its existence, 

its international significance has increased constantly and now it is 

considered a seal of quality that is recognised worldwide and is in 

high demand. Annually, it sees more than 17,000 applications in what 

is currently 31 different categories. 

FARE has succeeded in winning over the jury of 40 experts four times 

already – most recently in 2014 with the AC midsize umbrella 

FARE®-Compose (article 4495). 

PROMO FRITZ AWARD

With this prize, Promoswiss, the 

association of the Swiss promotional 

materials industry, awards promotional materials that are used in 

Switzerland. A jury of specialists evaluate products according to 

innovation, functionality and usability. And the umbrellas from FARE 

are regularly among the top dogs.

BEST OF BESTSELLERS

The BOB Award is awarded annually in three categories and 

presented at the Werbewiesn in Munich. This specialist trade fair 

enables manufacturers to display their latest promotional materials. 

This panel also allowed FARE to shine with the AC regular umbrella 

Colormagic® (article 1142C) 2011.

DESIGNPREIS DEUTSCHLAND 

The Designpreis Deutschland is held by the 

German Federal Ministry for Economics and 

Technology and is considered the premium prize 

of the German Design Council. As a futuristic and 

marketable product, the Mini umbrella FARE®-

Exzenter (article 5199) was recently honoured 

in 2014 with a prize.

ALL 
AWARD- 
WINNERS 

FROM FARE CAN 

BE FOUND ON 

P. 26 – 29

More on P. 123

FARE is constantly working towards developing new products and optimising existing 

ones. The company has already received considerable recognition for creative designs in 

combination with intelligent technical solutions – at home and internationally. Even in the 

premier league, FARE has been awarded multiple coveted prizes: 

Awards

DESIGN ON THE

DOT
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Consumer protection is very important. Technical improvements 

and newly designed products must, for this reason, meet high 

standards when it comes to health and safety. This is why FARE 

has its products thoroughly examined by independent institutes 

and test centres. 

BSCI

FARE is a member of the BSCI (Business 

Social Compliance Initiative) and subject to 

their code of conduct, the aim of which is to 

improve working conditions by way of 

responsible trading. It is based on the human 

rights declaration of UNO, and the 

conventions of the international labour 

organisation ILO and UNO regarding the 

rights of children as well as the elimination of 

the discrimination of women, the UN Global 

Compact and the OECD guidelines for 

multi-national companies. 

LABTECH

LABTECH Prüfungsgesellschaft mbH is an 

independent laboratory which checks, on 

behalf of FARE, compliance with the EU 

REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation 

and Restriction of Chemicals) directive. This 

ensures that all relevant legal hazardous 

material directives have been taken into 

account and implemented.

TÜV Rheinland

Many of the FARE umbrella models are regularly tested by TÜV 

Rheinland Products GmbH for the following quality characteristics: 

 § Wind safety

 §  Water-proofing

 §  User-friendliness

 §  Shatterproof

 §  Extremely flexible rib construction

The certified FARE umbrellas meet the requirements in accordance 

with the TÜV-Rheinland-Standard 2 PfG 1048 /11.06 and are 

identified in the catalogue with the seal. 

The production facilities are subject to an ongoing audit by TÜV 

Rheinland LGA Products GmbH which ensures that the same high 

quality is maintained.

Certifications

Quality
SIGNED, SEALED AND        DELIVERED

ALL 
ARTICLES WITH 

TÜV SEAL OF 
APPROVAL ON 

P. 26–29
Logo example
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Safety

NO
WORRIES IN THE DARK

Four of the five umbrellas in the Safebrella- 

collection are equipped with LED lights 
B. The handle with permanently lit 

light also acts as a torch and helps 

you to recognise obstacles, steps or 

ditches in good time. But being seen is 

just as important as being able to see. 

For this reason, the Safebrella light can be 

switched, by pressing the button twice, to a 

red flashing light which can be used to 

indicate a dangerous situation.

Additionally, FARE offers an entire range of 

additional solutions that also have 

considerable optical appeal. For example, 

reflective printing of a logo or text C. 

This procedure can be used with all umbrella 

models and can be well combined with a 

reflective trim D that goes round the entire 

edge of the umbrella and increases visibility 

from all sides.

Visibility is also aided by the reflective 

corners made from 3M ScotchliteTM E, 

which the FARE models 5071, 5171, 5471 (see 

figure), and 7571 are fitted with in the factory. 

On request, these corner reflectors can also 

be applied to many other umbrella models.

Maximum visibility can be achieved with a 

fully reflective cover F. The surface of the 

AC golf umbrella FARE®-Reflex (article 7471) 

is equipped with a highly reflective coating 

and is therefore easy to see, even when the 

weather is unfavourable. 

The importance FARE attaches to the safety 

of their umbrellas can be seen by the many 

TÜV certificates. These confirm the wind and 

water proofing as well as the user-

friendliness. The break resistance and 

flexibility have also been subject to strict 

testing as well as the UV protection that some 

of the umbrellas have been equipped with.

With an umbrella from FARE, you are always 

on the safe side.Sa
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Top for
#Locksmiths

#Security services

#Insurances

Whether a gentle shower or a powerful storm – 

one thing is guaranteed: Visibility is reduced 

considerably, particularly when it is dark and 

on badly-lit streets and paths. The branded 

umbrellas from FARE have bright ideas to help 

you see and be seen – even in the dark.



If you take a close look you will quickly find good arguments in 

favour of high-quality promotional items – even under the 

microscope. For example, the fact that FARE umbrellas are still 

waterproof after many years and the print is still as clear as on 

the first day is down to the high-quality textile coatings.

Many umbrellas from the FARE range are not just water-repellent 

on the inside, but the wind and weather side has also 

been treated using a special finishing procedure. This not only 

ensures additional proofing, it also repels dirt and protects the 

colour from wear and fading. FARE employs the following key 

technologies: 

FARE®-PEL – This surface protection, developed exclusively for 

FARE, seals the umbrella fabric so that not a single drop of water is 

able to penetrate. At the same time, it also prevents the adherence 

of dirt particles that would make the colours look dull and patchy.

TEFLON® – The excellent non-stick properties of the DuPont brand 

TEFLON® has given it an excellent international reputation in many 

sectors. Whether it be frying pans, spectacles or umbrellas: The 

material forms an invisible protective layer, which reliably allows 

water and oil to pearl off and enables dirt to be removed easily.

NANOTECHNOLOGY – Umbrellas with nano-coatings are char-

ac terised by the so-called lotus effect. Based on the principle of 

a self-cleaning lotus plant, the surface has a microscopically-

small rough structure. Water immediately forms drops that pearl 

off the fabric taking dust and dirt particles with them. 

The result is, in all three instances, a high-quality product that 

lives up to its good name. And anyone who ever receives such an 

umbrella will consider it a sign of true worth - for many, many 

years. The ideal way to encourage customer loyalty.

Water and dirt repellent 
fabric protecting treatment 

FARE®-PEL

Original Dupont 
Teflon® coating

Optimised pearling effect 
thanks to the nano-coating

Waterproof
ARGUMENTS IN FAVOUR OF                FARE BRANDED UMBRELLAS

Top product for  
demanding 

customers from  

#Industry 
and trade

Textile coatings
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Promotional labelling

An umbrella offers an unimaginable variety of promotional labelling options. Whether large or 

small, subtle or loud, classic or innovative, it is all merely a matter of taste. The most noticeable 

part of an umbrella is the fabric since it offers the largest surface for design placement. Your 

ideas are not limited in any way. The entire fabric may be used, or just individual segments. 

Dual printing
In order to ensure strong, bright colours and good contrasts, the 

majority of applications require dual printing or printing with a 

white undercoat. The coverage and brightness of the applied colour 

is then increased considerably.

Printing colour, white: This requires a dual printing process that is 

calculated like 2-colour printing. Preliminary costs for film, set up and 

screen costs are only charged once per logo.

Exceptions: Printing with white on white umbrellas does not require 

the white undercoat. The colours silver, gold and black also have 

good coverage even without the white undercoat.

Coloured printing: In this case, we work with a white undercoat. 

It is slightly smaller than the coloured motive to ensure that no white 

is visible. Costs are incurred for the additional print colour and the 

corresponding preprinting costs.

The classic method is screen printing. Up to eight colours may be 

used for logos, slogans, funny texts or images. In order to ensure 

strong brightness and colours true to the original, a white undercoat 

is applied to a coloured textile before the colour. Extremely accurate 

quality and durability are guaranteed.

Screen printing

White single print White dual print

Coloured screen print 

without white undercoat

Coloured screen print with 

white undercoat

This 
procedure can be 

used for umbrella 

covers but also to print 

closing straps and 

cuff cases. 

PUTTING YOUR
IDEAS
INTO 



Colormagic®

Colormagic®

Colormagic®

Colormagic?

Even when the weather is dull, the Colormagic® print 

brings colour to your day. As soon as the surface gets 

wet, the white Colormagic® print becomes transparent 

and the underlying colour becomes visible. A WOW effect 

that will brighten everyone's day, whether old or young. 

Screen printing with Colormagic® overprint when wet

Screen printing with Colormagic® overprint when dry

Screen printing without Colormagic® overprint

A
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Transfer printing

Very good results can also be achieved with 

transfer printing. This is particularly suited 

to smaller runs or when you wish to 

individualise umbrellas or cuff cases. 

Freddy‘s tip:
Ideal for 

#small 
quantities

15



Doming
Brilliant colours with 3D effect for a particularly 

high-quality, photo-realistic look. High-quality 

finished surface, extremely durable.

Labelling options: 

Bags, umbrella handles and 

push-buttons (art. 1083)

Laser stickers
Ideal for individual personalisation (e. g. individual 

names), two-colours and in many different sizes 

and shapes. Simple, flexible and cost-effective. 

Very good adhesion properties.

Labelling options: 

Bags, umbrella handles and 

push-buttons (art. 1083)

Particularly three-dimensional effect and 

pleasant to hold. The vinyl foam is available 

in many different colours.

EVA laser engraving

Labelling option: 

Umbrella handles

Subtle elegance for high demands. 

Extremely sharp contours and delicate 

representation of even fine details. 

Laser engraving

Labelling option: 

Umbrella handles

New! 
Now also on 

push-buttons of  

article 1083

16



Only 
available with  
art. 1115

 

... is printed fully onto the cover

Full-surface printing 
produced in europe

The cover is printed in one piece – without disruptive seams and 

offset. But in the prettiest of colours. Production is in Europe. This 

means short-notice deliveries and small quantities are not a problem.

In this process, a seamless white cover made from polyester pongee 

is fully printed using the sublimation printing method and a choice of 

any motif can be applied. Then the cover is applied to a pre-

fabricated frame. This procedure has the following plus points: 

 § Low minimum order of 48 items

 § No pre-printing costs

 §  Short production and delivery times

 §  No offset or fit inaccuracies

 §  Very good representation of colours and gradients

The standard frame is TÜV-certified and has maximum 

frame flexibility in strong winds thanks to a high-

quality windproof system. It has higher 

corrosion protection thanks to black 

galvanisation of the steel pole and is 

quickly and conveniently opened 

automatically. The soft-touch round 

hooked handle offers the promotional 

labelling option in the form of doming or 

laser stickers.

Ready in no time: 

1. Send us your print motif in high resolution as a JPG, TIF, PSD 

file or similar with the specification of the Pantone colours.

2. The usability of the file will be assessed and a visualisation 

produced for approval. Printing samples can be created at a cost 

of € 120, and delivered between 7 and 10 working days later. 

3.  Depending on the order quantity, the delivery time after approval 

will be approximately 3 to 4 weeks.

*European production – all information:

Article 1115 UK on page 93

Short 
delivery time

One price,  
everything included

Low minimum 
order quantity

>> Important information <<
Metallic colours such as gold and silver cannot be 

processed. The hem of the cover is always bordered 

with black piping.

Additional 
options 

for full-surface 

design of covers 

on page 21

The desired motif...

SPECIAL*

17



Print examples

An umbrella cannot only be assigned to a 

company by way of the logo or text applied 

to the umbrella at different points. 

Characteristic design features of brands 

and products can be transferred 

to a promotional umbrella in 

many different ways.

WELL  STYLED
DOWN TO THE VERY LAST DETAIL

Packaging
A high-quality product belongs in 

the appropriate packaging. Boxes not only 

provide the umbrella with protection, 

they also offer many options for 

individual design.

Cuff case
Whether a simple dress or a chic coat – 

an umbrella can impress, even before it unfolds its 

full glory. A particularly robust fabric with a 

pleasant haptic, geometric or asymmetric 

shaping, piping or contrast seams, press stud, 

Velcro or draw cord – take your pick.

 
Frame

The frame and the pole can be 

coloured to harmonise with the 

overall design. And different 

materials can also be used.



 
Cover

The largest design surface on a promotional 

umbrella can be printed both inside and outside, 

in full or just individual segments. Decorative 

stitching and piping can provide interesting 

accentuation. Added to this, there is a variety of 

finishing procedures designed to increase the 

lifetime, waterproofing and UV protection. 

Or simply ensure interesting optical effects.

More on page 21

Closing strap
Some like it neat and subtle, others prefer 

strong contrasts. Both can be effectively 

and individually accommodated on 

the closing straps.

Tip: Many other examples can be 

found at www.fare.de/en

 
Handle

The customer's industry offers the best ideas here: 

Screwdriver handles for toolmakers, gearshift knobs 

for automotive manufacturers, bottle openers for breweries, 

bamboo for ecologically oriented traders – and the 

list never ends. 

 More on page 20
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The classic is and remains the rounded hook handle. It 

impresses with its appealing look – regardless of 

whether it is made from fine wood, metal, plastic or 

another material mix. Every colour is possible and many 

details are feasible.

The straight handle is also available in a variety of types 

and offers unimaginable options for modification and the 

application of logos or brand names. We have 

already created numerous special shapes.

And what can we do for you? 

arguments

Persuasive

ARE YOU LOOKING 

FOR A SPECIAL SHAPE?

SPEAK TO US!
Individually made handle

Individually made handle

Art. 4495

Art. 1115

Art. 7192

Art. 5055 with doming

Art. 4155 with doming

20



Colours, shapes, figures and patterns constantly 

encourage experimentation to create something 

innovative, unique and spectacular. For this reason, it is 

good to have a creative partner at your side; especially 

one with well-founded knowledge and expertise in 

bringing these dreams to life.

Fabric for the
best dreams

21



Monochrome 
is sometimes 
simply monotone.
Don't let your good ideas be scuppered by prices. If you need 960 umbrellas, 

you pay the individual prices for 960 umbrellas – even if 480 are blue and the 

other half are green.

Do you have an idea or a request that has not been explicitly mentioned in 

this catalogue? Grab the telephone or head for the Internet. Simply ask us, and 

we will do our best to convert your bright ideas into high-quality products.

>>A MIXED BAG<<

Ecological
A vegan lifestyle is becoming more 

and more popular. The demand for 

environmentally conform products 

has been increasing for years. The 

Bamboo regular umbrella Öko-

brella® (art. 3299) made from sus-

tainably produced bamboo meets 

the trend perfectly. The durable 

cover is made from re-

cycled PET bottles. 

Also available as 

mini umbrella 

(art. 5095).

Sporty
Is one of your customers involved with the automotive 

industry? You should introduce them to an umbrella 

handle in the form of a gearshift knob – for example, a 

Midsize umbrella FARE®-Gearshift (article 4155) 

or AOC oversize mini umbrella FARE®-Gearshift 

(article 5655). Of course, the design can be 

adapted to any brand and any vehicle model. 

This option could quickly become a front-runner.

Top for 
#Automotive 

industry

TIPS
FREDDY'S

Freddy is our employee of 
the month – every month.

He knows all of the FARE products inside out, upside down and back to front, 

he gets around and he knows your wishes and ideas. And he knows how to 

make them happen.

Freddy has put a number of his insider tips together for you here: Umbrellas 

with particularly complex details, made from new materials and with great 

advertising ideas – take a look yourself!

22



Chimella_BCard_cmyk1spec_AW  30/09/2014  09:29  Page 1

# IDEAS 4 KIDS

Versatility of colours and TÜV tested safety is also available 

for the little ones. Super features: Windproof frame with 

safety runner, reflective piping, name plate in the handle ... 

quite simply with love and understanding for children. 

Children’s safety umbrella FARE®-Kids (article 6902)

Bright advertising idea
The Mini umbrella FARE®-Bottlebrella

(art. 5055) is the perfect companion any time you might 

work up a thirst. While it keeps you dry on the outside, the bottle 

opener on the handle ensures plenty of liquid can be 

applied to your insides. Of course, the handle also 

offers space for a unique drink recommendation. 

Top for 
#Beverages 

industry

The CHIMELLA 

chimney 

umbrella

Not an umbrella in the usual sense - but 

we make just about anything possible.

Some households are literally flushing 

their money out the chimney: 

whenever there’s no fire in the 

fireplace, all the warmth from the 

heating system can escape freely up 

the chimney and send heating costs 

through the roof. The CHIMELLA was 

specially developed to signficantly 

reduce heat loss: It efficiently blocks 

air drafts for the long term.

chimella.com
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Colour variety

Brand management, corporate design or house colours – terms that the marketing 

department throws around all day. To make the selection of the ideal promotional articles 

easier, FARE Schirmwerk offers a wide range of colours that leaves almost no customer 

prayers unanswered. If your desired colour is missing, it can be produced individually. 

Fastfood
Distribution

Mobile 
communications

Confectionary Perfumery
Bank
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Software

Airline
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Sport

Fastfood
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€
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Software Automobil
Sport

Fastfood
Versand

Airline

Mobilfunk

Confiserie Parfümerie

€

Bank

Kaffeehaus

Software Automobil
Sport

P. 47

Flexibility is everything

One of the outstanding characteristics of FARE is the quick and simple 

implementation of customer wishes.

For this reason, it is natural that every umbrella model in the FARE range 

can be equipped with an individual cover, handle or frame. And at cost-

effective rates, especially for large runs. 

Scoring points for good consultation

It is worth taking a closer look at your customers, in order to make them a 

targeted offer. Even if you don't have a house colour to call your own, 

certain colours can be associated with certain branches of industry: 

Services tend towards the colour green, technology towards blue, travel 

companies pick a sunny yellow and retailers, especially the price-

aggressive stores, a bright red.

Have you got an initial concept? FARE will be happy to advise you on the 

best way to implement it. A quick phone call is worth it!

Corporate design is a must

Many medium and large companies have a clearly defined corporate identity with unique 

specifications for the visual appearance. This primarily includes the house colour.

Probably the most prominent example is Telekom, who even attempted to copyright the 

colour magenta. It's a good thing they weren't able to, because that allows FARE Schirmwerk 

to continue to offer this colour (art. 5460).

New! 
Article 5460 now 

in 15 colours

All umbrellas are 

available in your

#Desired 
colour! 

Automobile
Sport
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At a glance – 
     the overview table

This newly developed table provides you with a tool that will enable you to easily find 

the optimum promotional umbrella. At a glance, you can see which model meets all of 

your key criteria. Or whether a modification of a standard umbrella is the way to 

implement your idea. Try out the high-speed-search tool right now!

 All information at a#Glance! 

Product table

48 32 1 90 cm 241 g 5017

48 33 1 98 cm 290 g 5002

24 34 1 90 cm 170 g 5008

48 35 1 94 cm 371 g 5510

48 36 1 88 cm 189 g 5070

24 37 1 98 cm 299 g 5042C

48 38 1 95 cm 252 g 5055

24 39 1 89 cm 143 g 5069

24 40 1 90 cm 150 g 5730

48 41 1 98 cm 302 g 5095

24 42 1 100 cm 354 g 5560

48 43 1 97 cm 300 g 5410

24 44 1 92 cm 336 g 5565

24 45 1 98 cm 265 g 5071

24 46 1 94 cm 333 g 5583

24 47 1 97 cm 339 g 5460

12 48 1 98 cm 266 g 5171

24 49 1 88 cm 398 g 5649

24 50 1 98 cm 336 g 5199

12 51 1 92 cm 197 g 5769

24 52 1 105 cm 420 g 5640
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Logo

MINI UMBRELLAS
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24 53 2 123 cm 447 g 5601

12 54 1 93 cm 238 g 5430

12 55 1 97 cm 250 g 5780

24 56 1 100 cm 371 g 5593

12 57 1 97 cm 355 g 5470

12 58 1 98 cm 397 g 5571

12 59 1 90 cm 254 g 5496

12 60 1 100 cm 308 g 5454

12 61 1 105 cm 412 g 5655

12 62 1 100 cm 307 g 5759

12 63 1 90 cm 200 g 5474

12 64 1 100 cm 325 g 5490

12 65 1 98 cm 307 g 5480

12 66 1 105 cm 378 g 5690

12 67 1 98 cm 305 g 5489

12 68 1 105 cm 375 g 5691

12 69 1 105 cm 290 g 5783

12 70 2 124 cm 523 g 5606

12 71 1,5 110 cm 415 g 5670

12 72 1,5 110 cm 426 g 5671

12 73 1 97 cm 394 g 5471

12 74 1 88 cm 373 g 5680

12 75 2 120 cm 451 g 5607

12 76 1 105 cm 410 g 5699

12 77 1,5 110 cm 444 g 5675

12 78 1 105 cm 409 g 5663

12 79 1 105 cm 409 g 5669

12 80 2 124 cm 549 g 5605

6 81 1 103 cm 517 g 5380
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Logo

Regular umbrellas, Midsize umbrellas, 

Golf umbrellas, parasols
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48 84 1 77 cm 235 g 6902

48 85 1 105 cm 390 g 1102

24 86 1 105 cm 360 g 1192

24 87 1 105 cm 380 g 1162

48 88 1 105 cm 420 g 1152

24 89 1 105 cm 380 g 1132

24 90 1 105 cm 354 g 1083

24 91 1 108 cm 450 g 3310

24 128 2 120 cm 490 g 2382

24 92 1 105 cm 440 g 1115

12 94 1 105 cm 390 g 7850

24 95 1 105 cm 440 g 1112

24 96 1 105 cm 451 g 1142C

24 97 1 88 cm 390 g 1182

12 98 1 105 cm 430 g 7860

48 99 1 105 cm 460 g 1159

24 100 1 105 cm 510 g 1744

24 101 1 105 cm 440 g 7119

24 129 2 120 cm 570 g 2360

24 130 2 130 cm 540 g 2235

12 102 1 105 cm 450 g 7870

12 103 1 105 cm 430 g 7869

12 104 1 105 cm 460 g 7560

24 105 1 105 cm 400 g 1755

12 116 1,5 115 cm 420 g 4110

24 117 1,5 110 cm 530 g 4584

12 118 1,5 115 cm 510 g 4385

24 131 2 120 cm 530 g 2365

24 106 1 105 cm 420 g 3330A

12 107 1 105 cm 393 g 7770

12 119 1,5 115 cm 530 g 4132

12 120 1,5 115 cm 500 g 4870

24 121 1,5 112 cm 530 g 4783

12 122 1,5 115 cm 500 g 4875

12 132 2 130 cm 460 g 2285
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REGULAR UMBRELLAS, MIDSIZE UMBRELLAS, GOLF UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS
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12 133 2 120 cm 550 g 7350

12 134 2 130 cm 630 g 2985

12 135 2 130 cm 520 g 2639

12 136 2 120 cm 540 g 7810

24 108 1 105 cm 380 g 7192

24 109 1 105 cm 500 g 7232

24 123 1,5 112 cm 510 g 4495

12 137 2 130 cm 590 g 2275

12 138 2 130 cm 550 g 7580

12 139 2 113 cm 700 g 2393

12 140 2 133 cm 686 g 2339

12 110 1 105 cm 650 g 7007

12 111 1 105 cm 460 g 7571

12 124 1,5 115 cm 560 g 4155

12 112 1 105 cm 397 g 7790

12 141 2 111 cm 620 g 2989

12 113 1 105 cm 410 g 7793

12 142 2 130 cm 520 g 7940

12 143 2 120 cm 560 g 7291

6 144 2 180 cm 940 g 6485

12 151 1 105 cm 590 g 7179

12 125 1,5 115 cm 550 g 4235

12 145 2 135 cm 680 g 7949

12 152 147 cm 790 g 6139

12 146 2 130 cm 690 g 7950

12 126 1,5 115 cm 560 g 4295

12 147 2 130 cm 550 g 7700

12 148 2 120 cm 740 g 7471

12 114 1 105 cm 300 g 3299

12 149 2 120 cm 599 g 7280

12 150 2 120 cm 538 g 7295

48 93 1 105 cm 464 g 1115UK

12 127 1,5 115 cm 542 g 4704

1 155 170 cm - 8107

1 155 190 cm - 8207

6 115 1 105 cm 595 g 7380
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MINI UMBRELLAS

REGULAR UMBRELLAS

MIDSIZE UMBRELLAS

GOLF UMBRELLAS

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

SUMMER

BAGS



100 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 200 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Mini umbrella

Attractively priced manual opening mini umbrella with chromed steel shaft

Windproof features for higher frame flexibility and stability in windy conditions, handle with 

promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S 3-section frame with 

chromed metal shaft

Plastic handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5017

white red dark green navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  90 cm

Closed length 23 cm

Number of panels  7

Weight  241 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  48
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Mini topless umbrella

Attractively priced manual opening mini umbrella

Easy to handle thanks to sliding safety runner, windproof features for higher frame flexibility and 

stability in windy conditions, soft-touch handle with elastic loop and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Black galvanized frame

Safety runner

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5002

yellow orange red green euroblue navy stone grey black

Umbrella diameter  98 cm

Closed length 23 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  290 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  48
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100 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Alu mini umbrella

Ultra light manual opening mini umbrella with aluminium frame

Suitable for handbag through ultra-light weight, easy to handle thanks to sliding safety runner, 

windproof features for higher frame flexibility and stability in windy conditions, soft-touch 

handle with promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Safety runner

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5008

white orange red lime euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  90 cm

Closed length 23 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  170 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  24
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120 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC mini umbrella

Attractively priced automatic mini umbrella in noble design

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening, windproof features for higher flexibility and 

stability in windy conditions, soft-touch handle with chromed push-button, elastic carrying loop 

and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

3-section frame with 
chromed metal shaft

Raised chromed push 
button

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5510

white red navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  94 cm

Closed length 30 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  371 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  48
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120 × 30 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 200 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Mini umbrella FiligRain®

Manual opening mini umbrella with chromed detailing

Suitable for handbag through ultra-light weight and compact size, easy to handle thanks to 

sliding safety runner, high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy 

conditions, attractive handle with elegant chrome finish and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system

Safety runner

Top in chrome finish

Handle in chrome 
finish with promotional 
labelling option

Article 5070

red navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  88 cm

Closed length 24 cm

Number of panels  6

Weight  189 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Extra light polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  48
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Mini umbrella Colormagic®

Colourful manual opening mini umbrella with surprising colour change design

Cover with special imprint on two panels, white rain cloud motif becomes visible in dry 

condition, coloured rainbow-motif becomes visible in wet coditions, easy to handle thanks 

to sliding safety runner, windproof features for higher frame flexibility and stability in windy 

conditions, soft-touch handle with promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Black galvanised frame

Safety runner

Special print with 
colour change

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5042C

black

Umbrella diameter  98 cm

Closed length 23 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  299 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24

In dry conditions

In wet conditions

ATTENTION:
Colours comparatively less saturated than the 

normal screen printed ones – more information 
about the Color-magic® print on p. 15
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120 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Mini umbrella FARE®-Bottlebrella

Practical mini umbrella with useful bottle opener function

Handle with integrated bottle opener, easy to handle thanks to sliding safety runner, high quality 

windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, convenient sleeve with 

adjustable elastic cord, handle with promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system

Bottle opener function

Sleeve with elastic cord

Handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 5055

red bottle green navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  95 cm

Closed length 27 cm

Number of panels  6

Weight  252 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  48
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Walking 
Club

60 × 30 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm 25 × 13 mm 25 × 13 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

NEW!

Mini umbrella SlimLite® Adventure

Ultralight manual open mini umbrella in a convenient 
carrying case with snap hook

Space-saving extra flat execution, high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility 

in stormy conditions, suitable for handbag due to its extreme light weight, easy fixing with snap 

hook, flat soft-touch handle with promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
SArticle 5069

lime petrol navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  89 cm

Closed length 23 cm

Number of panels  6

Weight  143 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Extra light polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24

Promotional labelling example

Windproof system

Carry case with snap 
hook

Sample application

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option
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120 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 200 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Mini umbrella FARE®-AluMini-Lite

Ultralight manual open mini umbrella with extra lightweight polyester cover

Sturdy aluminium frame in titanium finish, ideally suited for a handbag due to the low weight, 

easy to handle thanks to sliding safety runner, high quality windproof system for maximum 

frame flexibility in stormy conditions, Soft-Touch handle with promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Frame in titanium finish

Windproof system with 
safety runner

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5730

light orange lime petrol navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  90 cm

Closed length 23 cm

Number of panels  6

Weight  150 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Extra light polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  24
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120 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Mini umbrella ÖkoBrella®

Sustainable manual open mini umbrella with a cover made of PET bottles

Easy to handle thanks to sliding safety runner, high quality windproof system for 

maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, handle made of recycled PET bottles with 

promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof system

Handle made of 
recycled plastic material 
with promotional 
labelling option

Article 5095

red lime petrol navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  98 cm

Closed length 26 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  302 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  48
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Mini umbrella FARE®-AC

Convenient automatic mini umbrella with high quality windproof system

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening and closing, high quality windproof system 

for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, Soft-Touch handle with silver push-button 

and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system

Soft-Touch handle with 
silver push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5560

white yellow orange red euroblue navy light grey grey black

Umbrella diameter  100 cm

Closed length 29 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  354 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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120 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 200 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

NEW!

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof system

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5410

white red lime navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  97 cm

Closed length 29 cm

Number of panels  6

Weight  300 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  48

Promotio
nal l

abellin
g ex

am
ple

AOC mini umbrella

Attractively priced auto open/close mini umbrella 
with rhomb-shaped handle

Convenient automatic open/close function for quick opening 

and closing, high quality windproof system for maximum frame 

flexibility in stormy conditions, rhomboid soft-touch handle with 

push-button, elastic loop and promotional labelling option
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Mini umbrella FARE®-AC

Practical automatic mini umbrella with a consistenly uniform colouring

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening, high quality windproof system for maximum 

frame flexibility in stormy conditions, Soft-Touch handle with silver push-button, elastic carrying 

strap and promotional labelling option, attractive sleeve

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system

Soft-Touch handle with 
silver push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5565

white red lime petrol purple euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  92 cm

Closed length 28 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  336 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24

Also available as another  
mini umbrella (art. 5460),  
as regular umbrella (art. 7560) and 
as golf umbrella (art. 7580).
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110 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 200 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Mini umbrella Safebrella®

Eye catching manual open umbrella with reflective corners for a better 
visibility in road traffic

Cover with 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material at the panel corners, easy to handle thanks 

to sliding safety runner, high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy 

conditions, ergonomically shaped exclusive handle, convenient sleeve with press button, 

awarded with the reddot design award honourable mention 2011

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof frame

3M™ Scotchlite™ 
Reflective Material

Exclusive ergonomic 
handle

Article 5071

orange red navy light grey black

Umbrella diameter  98 cm

Closed length 27 cm

Number of panels  6

Weight  265 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24

Further Safebrella®-umbrellas: 
5171, 5471, 5571 and 7571.
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120 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

NEW!

FARE®-AC mini umbrella Mini Style

Stylish automatic mini umbrella in anthracite with colourful elements

Attractive design thanks to coloured ribs and seams, convenient automatic function for quick 

opening, high-quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, 

soft-touch handle with coloured handle rings, trigger button and promotional labelling option, 

convenient carrying case with coloured seams and coloured flexible drawcord

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system 

with Fibertec® rib 
construction

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Coloured handle rings

Article 5583

anthracite-white anthracite-yellow anthracite-
orange

anthracite-red anthracite-lime anthracite-
euroblue

anthracite-grey

Umbrella diameter  94 cm

Closed length 28 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  333 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24

Also available as midsize umbrella (Art. 4783).
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

New!  
now in 15 colours

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof system

Soft-Touch handle with 
silver push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5460

Umbrella diameter  97 cm

Closed length 28 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  339 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24

Mini umbrella FARE®-AOC

Trendy automatic open/close mini umbrella in solid colouring

Convenient automatic open/close function for a quick opening and closing, high quality 

windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, Soft-Touch handle in 

colour matching cover with silver push-button, elastic loop and promotional labelling option, 

sleeve with black piping

white yellow orange magenta red lime mint petrol

lilac purple euroblue navy light grey grey black

Also available as another  
mini umbrella (art. 5565),  
as regular umbrella (art. 7560) and 
as golf umbrella (art. 7580).
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110 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 200 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Mini umbrella Safebrella® LED

Eye catching manual open mini umbrella with reflective 
corners and LED lamp

Cover with 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material at the panel corners and Soft-Touch handle 

with LED light for an optimum visibility in road traffic, LED-light (incl. battery) adjustable on 

continuous white light and flashing red light, easy to handle thanks to sliding safety runner, 

high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, convenient 

sleeve with press button

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof frame with 

safety runner

3M™ Scotchlite™ 
Reflective Material

Press once: continuous 
white light

Press twice: flashing 
red light

Article 5171

red navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  98 cm

Closed length 27 cm

Number of panels  6

Weight  266 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12

Further Safebrella®-umbrellas: 
5071, 5471, 5571 and 7571.
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42 × 16 mm 
20 × 20 mm

42 × 16 mm 
20 × 20 mm120 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 120 mm 
3 = 240 mm

1 = 100 mm 
2 = 100 mm 
3 = 100 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

NEW!

Dual promotional  
labelling options

Mini umbrella FARE®-AOC Square

Eye-catching automatic open/close mini umbrella in square shape

Convenient automatic open/close function for quick opening and closing, high-quality 

windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, exclusive square soft-

touch handle with silver push-button and double promotional labelling option, convenient 

sleeve in square design

PRODUCT FEATURES

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof system 
with Fibertec® rib 
construction

Soft-Touch handle 
with two promotional 
labelling options

Article 5649

red lime navy grey black

Umbrella width  88 cm

Umbrella depth 88 cm

Closed length  32 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  398 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24

IMPRINTING

PRODUCT FEATURES

Promotional labelling example
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120 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Mini umbrella FARE®-Exzenter

Eccentric manual open mini umbrella in asymmetrical form for an optimum 
protection of baggage

Displaced steel shaft allows the umbrella carrier to be positioned under the middle of the 

umbrella, attractive design by decorative colour of top, handle ring and closing strap, easy 

to handle thanks to sliding safety runner, high quality windproof system for maximum frame 

flexibility in stormy conditions, Soft-Touch handle with promotional labelling option, awarded 

with the reddot design award honourable mention 2013, awarded with PROMO FritzAWARD 

"Promotional Gift of the Year" 2013and nominated for German Design Award 2014

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S

Article 5199

black-yellow black-lime black-euro blue black-navy black-silver

Umbrella diameter  98 cm

Closed length 31 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  336 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24

Windproof frame Coloured closing strap

Coloured top Coloured handle ring

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option
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50 × 30 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 200 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 280 mm 20 × 10 mm 20 × 10 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Mini umbrella SlimLite® Flat

Space saving manual open mini umbrella in super slim execution

Extra flat alu frame with special carbon steel, ideally suited for a handbag due to the low weight, 

easy to handle thanks to sliding safety runner, high quality windproof system for maximum 

frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties through 

original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, flat Soft-Touch handle with promotional labelling 

option in square execution

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Extra flat frame made 
of aluminium and 
special carbon steel 
with safety runner

Exclusive Soft-Touch 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 5769

red navy brown

Umbrella diameter  92 cm

Closed length 22 cm

Number of panels  6

Weight  197 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12

black
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110 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

FARE®-AOC Oversize mini umbrella

Eye catching oversize automatic open/close mini umbrella 
with reflective piping

Silver reflective piping acc. to EN ISO 20471 for better visibility in road traffic, flexible fibreglass 

ribs, convenient automatic open/close function for quick opening and closing, high quality 

windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, aluminium finished handle 

with integrated push button and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system

Silver reflex piping  
(acc. to EN ISO 20471)

Alufinished plastic 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 5640

red navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 30 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  420 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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120 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 180 mm 
2 = 150 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

NEW!

AOC XL golf mini umbrella

Large automatic open/close golf umbrella for two people 
with two-tone handle

Convenient automatic open/close function for quick opening and closing, high-quality windproof 

system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, two-coloured soft-touch handle with 

raised push-button and promotional labelling option, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5601

red lime navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  123 cm

Closed length 35 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  447 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24

Windproof system 
with Fibertec® rib 
construction
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120 × 30 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC mini umbrella Slimlite®

Space saving automatic open/close mini umbrella with covered push-button

Ultra-slim frame, extendable Soft-Touch handle with promotional labelling option, protection 

against unintentional opening through hidden push-button in closed handle position, convenient 

automatic open/close function for a quick opening and closing, high quality windproof system 

for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, velvety micro polyester pongee cover, water 

and dirt-repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, practical 

sleeve with velcro strip

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system

Practical sleeve with 
velcro

Adjustable length 
Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

The push-button in the extendable handle 
stops the umbrella being accidentally opened 
and closed.

Article 5430

white red lime navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  93 cm

Closed length 27 cm

Number of panels  6

Weight  238 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Micro-Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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80 × 40 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Alu umbrella Mini Windfighter®

Extremely sturdy manual open mini umbrella with highly 
flexible rib construction

Sturdy aluminium frame in titanium finish, simple opening by safety runner, high quality 

windproof system with flexible FARE®-FlexBar plastic ribs for a higher flexibility and stability in 

windy conditions, water and dirt repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® 

fabric protection, translucent runner, handle in titanium finish with promotional labelling option, 

practical sleeve with mesh insert

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof system 
with FARE®-FlexBar 
plastic ribs

Safety runner

Translucent handle in 
titanium finish with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5780

red euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  97 cm

Closed length 23 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  250 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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UPF
50+

120 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC mini umbrella FARE®-Nature

Automatic mini umbrella with colourful natural print inside

Coated coutside cover with sun protection factor UPF 50+, convenient automatic function for a 

quick opening, high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, 

Soft-Touch handle with raised push-button and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system

Inner clover design 
(navy coloured 
umbrella)

Inner forest design 
(black umbrella)

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5593

navy/clover black/forest

Umbrella diameter  100 cm

Closed length 30 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  371 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC mini umbrella Rainlite® Trimagic®

Proven automatic open/close mini umbrella with highly 
flexible rib construction

Convenient automatic open/close function for quick opening and closing, high quality windproof 

system with Fibertec® rib construction for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, 

water and dirt-repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, 

comfortable handle with chromed push-button and promotional labelling option, practical 

carrying case with elastic cord

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof system 
with Fibertec® rib 
construction

Handle with chromed 
push-button

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5470

white orange red green light blue navy stone grey grey black

Umbrella diameter  97 cm

Closed length 28 cm

Number of panels  7

Weight  355 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm 40 × 6 mm 40 × 6 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC mini umbrella Safebrella® LED

Eye catching automatic mini umbrella with reflective corners and LED lamp

Cover with 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material at the panel corners and Soft-Touch handle 

with LED-light (incl. battery) for an optimum visibility in road traffic, light function adjustable on 

continuous white light and flashing red light, convenient automatic function for a quick opening, 

high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, awarded with 

the Best of Bestseller Award 2012

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system

3M™ Scotchlite™ 
Reflective Material

Press once: continious 
white light

Press twice: flashing 
red light

Article 5571

red navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  98 cm

Closed length 34 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  397 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12

Further Safebrella®-umbrellas: 
5071, 5171, 5471 and 7571.
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50 × 40 mm 
20 × 40 mm90 × 20 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC mini umbrella Genie®-Magic Slim

Compact automatic open/close mini umbrella with windproof features

Suitable for handbag due to its small size and light weight, patented frame (DE Pat. Nr. 

19856120), convenient automatic open/close function for quick opening and closing, windproof 

features for higher frame flexibility and stability in windy conditions, water and dirt-repellent 

cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, Soft-Touch handle in 

colour matching cover with chromed push-button and promotional labelling option, sleeve with 

strap in black woven material

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Soft-Touch handle with 
chromed push-button 
and promotional label-
ling option

Article 5496

euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  90 cm

Closed length 19 cm

Number of panels  6

Weight  254 g

Frame  4-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC mini umbrella Magic-Light®

Lightweight automatic open/close mini umbrella with highly 
flexible rib construction

Sturdy shaft of light weight aluminium, convenient automatic open/close function for a quick 

opening and closing, high quality windproof-system with flexible FARE®- FlexBar plastic ribs for 

a higher flexibility and stability in windy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties 

through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, silver handle with integrated push-button 

and promotion labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system 

with FARE®-FlexBar 
plastic ribs

Plastic handle with 
push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5454

navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  100 cm

Closed length 28 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  308 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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110 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 200 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 25 mm ø 25 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC oversize mini umbrella FARE®-Gearshift

Sporty automatic open/close oversize mini umbrella with 
exclusive gear stick handle

Dull silver gear stick handle with promotional labelling option (f. e. shifting gate), handle ring 

in dark grey special finish, sturdy fibreglass/plastic shaft, high quality rib construction made of 

fibreglas and plastic, convenient automatic open/close function for a quick opening and closing, 

high-quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and 

dirt-repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, convenient 

sleeve with press button

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof system 
with Fibertec® rib 
construction

Dull silver handle with 
handle ring in dark grey 
special finish

Handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Example of doming 
shifting gate

Article 5655

black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 32 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  412 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Fibreglass, Plastic

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Alu mini umbrella FARE®-Exclusive-Design

Stylish manual open mini umbrella with exclusive handle with golf 
ball dimpled surface

Easy to handle thanks to sliding safety runner, high quality windproof system for maximum 

frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt repellent cover properties through durable 

nano coating, exclusive handle with golf ball dimpled surface and promotional labelling option, 

silver caps and silver closing strap, sleeve with silver piping

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system

Silver closing strap

Exclusive golf design 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 5759

PREMIUM

night blue black

Umbrella diameter  100 cm

Closed length 29 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  307 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC mini umbrella Rainlite® Only200

Ultra lightweight automatic open/close mini umbrella in extra slim design

Frame made of sturdy aluminium, convenient automatic open/close function for quick opening 

and closing, high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, 

cover made of extra light polyester, water and dirt repellent cover properties through original 

DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, comfortable Soft-Touch handle with integrated push button 

and promotional labelling option, practical carry case with elastic cord

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof system 
with Fibertec® rib 
construction

Soft-Touch handle 
with push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5474

orange red navy black

Umbrella diameter  90 cm

Closed length 26 cm

Number of panels  7

Weight  200 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Lightweight-Polyester

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC mini umbrella Genie®-Magic

Highly elegant automatic open/close mini umbrella with highly flexible 
Fibertec® rib construction

Convenient automatic open/close function for quick opening and closing, patented frame 

(DE Pat. Nr. 19856120), high quality windproof system with extremely flexible Fibertec® rib 

construction for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover 

properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, silver handle with integrierter 

push-button and promotional labelling option, individually packed in high quality gift box

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system 

with Fibertec® rib 
construction

Plastic handle with 
push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5490

navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  100 cm

Closed length 23 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  325 g

Frame  4-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC mini umbrella Trimagic® Safety

Practical automatic open/close mini umbrella with patented 
Safety Closing System

Patented frame (DE Pat. Nr. 10 2008 057 825 B4/DOS 10 2009 058 416), convenient automatic 

open/close function for quick opening and closing, safety closing due to the Stop-And-Go-

Automatic, high quality windproof system with extremely flexible Fibertec® rib construction 

for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties 

through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, handle with silver push-button and 

promotional labelling option, awarded with PROMO FritzAWARD "Best Innovation 2010"

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof system

Alu shaft with enforced 
shaft ring

Soft-Touch handle with 
silver push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5480

white red aubergine dark green navy grey taupe anthracite brown black

Umbrella diameter  98 cm

Closed length 29 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  307 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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80 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC oversize mini umbrella Magic Windfighter®

Extremely sturdy automatic open/close oversize mini umbrella

Convenient automatic open/close function for a quick opening and closing, high quality 

windproof-system with extremely flexible FARE®-FlexBar plastic ribs for a higher flexibility and 

stability in windy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ 

Teflon® fabric protection, Soft-Touch handle with promotional labelling option, convenient 

sleeve with mesh insert and practical drawcord

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system 

with FARE®-FlexBar 
plastic ribs

Handle with 
push-button

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5690

euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 30 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  378 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm85 × 14 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC mini umbrella Trimagic® Safety Redline

Sporty automatic open/close mini umbrella with patented 
Safety Closing System

Elegant appearance with red decorative thread on cover, closing strap and carrying strap, cover 

with embossed dessin, patented frame (DE Pat. Nr. 10 2008 057 825 B4/DOS 10 2009 58 416), 

convenient automatic open/close function for quick opening and closing, chromed aluminium 

shaft, safety closing due to the Stop-And-Go-Automatic, high quality windproof system for 

maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties 

through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, Soft-Touch handle with design-push-button 

and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof system

Cover, closing strap and 
carrying strap with red 
decorative thread

Cover with embossed 
design

Soft-Touch handle with 
special push-button 
and promotional label-
ling option

Article 5489

black

Umbrella diameter  98 cm

Closed length 29 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  305 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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ø 20 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC Oversize mini umbrella  
Magic Windfighter® Flat Black

Flat automatic open/close oversize mini umbrella in special flat 
execution with square sleeve

Compact size due to the flat frame, convenient automatic open/close function for a quick 

opening and closing, high-quality windproof-system with extremely flexible FARE®-FlexBar 

plastic ribs for a higher flexibility and stability in windy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover 

properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, soft-touch handle with integrated 

push-button and promotional labelling option, shapely sleeve

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system 

with FARE®-FlexBar 
plastic ribs

Soft-Touch handle 
with push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5691

black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 31 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  375 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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UPF
50+

120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Alu oversize umbrella Mini Windfighter®

Joyful oversize manual open mini umbrella with eye catching inside print

Eye-catching inside print with cloudy sky, coated outer cover with sun protection factor 

UPF50+, high quality windproof-system with extremely flexible FARE®-FlexBar plastic 

ribs for a higher flexibility and stability in windy conditions, Soft-Touch handle with 

promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof system 
with FARE®-FlexBar 
plastic ribs

Safety runner

Soft handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5783

blue-metallic/
cloud-design

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 30 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  290 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Soft

Shaft  Steel, Aluminium

Packing unit  12

Also available as regular umbrella with cloud design (art. 7793).
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 180 mm 
2 = 150 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC golf mini umbrella Jumbomagic® Windfighter®

Extremely sturdy automatic open/close golf mini umbrella for two people

Convenient automatic open/close function for a quick opening and closing, high quality 

windproof-system with extremely flexible FARE®-FlexBar plastic ribs for a higher flexibility and 

stability in windy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ 

Teflon® fabric protection, Soft-Touch handle with integrated push-button and promotional 

labelling option, large diameter for multiple people, convenient sleeve with mesh insert 

and practical drawcord

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system 

with FARE®-FlexBar 
plastic ribs

Soft-Touch handle 
with push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5606

euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  124 cm

Closed length 34 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  523 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm

1 = 200 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC midsize mini umbrella RainLite®

Stylish automatic open/close mini umbrella in medium size with 
exclusive crook handle

Shapely handle with details in colour matching cover and integrated push-button, convenient 

automatic open/close function for a quick opening and closing, high quality windproof 

system with extremely flexible Fibertec® rib construction for maximum frame flexibility 

in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ 

Teflon® fabric protection, hand friendly handle with integrated push-button and coloured 

details, convenient sleeve with drawcord and promotional labelling option, winner of with 

reddot design award 2007

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL
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Exclusive Soft-Touch 
handle

Closing strap in black 
woven material

Article 5670

orange red navy

Umbrella diameter  110 cm

Closed length 35 cm

Number of panels  7

Weight  415 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 200 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC midsize mini umbrella RainLite®

Stylish automatic open/close mini umbrella in medium size with 
exclusive crook handle

Shapely handle with details in silver, silver closing strap, convenient automatic open/close 

function for a quick opening and closing, high quality windproof system with extremely flexible 

Fibertec® rib construction for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-

repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, hand friendly 

handle with integrated push-button and silver details, convenient sleeve with drawcord and 

promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Exclusive Soft-Touch 

handle

Silver closing strap

Article 5671

black

Umbrella diameter  110 cm

Closed length 35 cm

Number of panels  7

Weight  426 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm 40 × 6 mm 40 × 6 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC mini umbrella Safebrella® LED

Eye catching automatic open/close mini umbrella with reflective 
corners and LED light

Cover with 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material at the panel corners and handle with LED-

light (incl. battery) for an optimum visibility in road traffic, light head changeable to continuous 

white light and flashing red light, convenient automatic open/close function for quick opening, 

high quality windproof system with extremely flexible Fibertec® rib construction for maximum 

frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties through original 

DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, handle with promotional labelling option, awarded with the 

reddot design award honourable mention 2012 and nominated for German Design Award 2013

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL
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S

Windproof system 
with Fibertec® 
ribconstruction

3M™ Scotchlite™ 
Reflective Material

Press once: continious 
white light

Press twice: flashing 
red light

Article 5471

red navy grey darkgrey black

Umbrella diameter  97 cm

Closed length 31 cm

Number of panels  7

Weight  394 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12

Further Safebrella®-umbrellas: 
5071, 5171, 5571 and 7571.
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1 = 170 mm 
2 = 120 mm 
3 = 240 mm

1 = 100 mm 
2 = 100 mm 
3 = 100 mm 85 × 10 mm 20 × 10 mm 20 × 10 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC mini umbrella Nanobrella® Square

Award-winning automatic open/close mini umbrella with  
eye-catching square shape

Convenient protection area, practical automatic open/close function for a quick opening and 

closing, high quality windproof-system with flexible FARE®-FlexBar plastic ribs for a higher 

flexibility and stability in windy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties through 

durable nano coating, Soft-Touch handle with flat push-button and promotional labelling option, 

shapely sleeve, winner of with reddot design award 2008

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system 

with FARE®-FlexBar 
plastic ribs

Soft-Touch handle 
with push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5680

night blue anthracite

Umbrella width  88 cm

Umbrella depth 88 cm

Closed length  30 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  373 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel, Aluminium

Packing unit  12

NOMINATED
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 180 mm 
2 = 150 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC golf umbrella Jumbo® Trimagic® Safety

Convenient automatic open/close mini umbrella for two people with patented 
Safety Closing System

Patented frame (DE Pat. Nr. 10 2008 057 825 B4/DOS 10 2009 058 416), convenient automatic 

open/close function for quick opening and closing, safety closing due to the Stop and Go 

automatic, high quality windproof system with extremely flexible FARE®-FlexBar plastic ribs for 

a higher flexibility and stability in windy conditions, water and dirt repellent cover properties 

through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, handle with silver push button and 

promotional labelling option, large hospitable diameter

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL
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S

Windproof system 
with FARE®-FlexBar 
plastic ribs

Sturdy shaft made of 
aluminium and steel

Soft-Touch handle with 
silver push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5607

navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  120 cm

Closed length 34 cm

Number of panels  7

Weight  451 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel, Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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80 × 30 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Windproof system 
with Fibertec® rib 
construction

AOC oversize mini umbrella 
Magic Windfighter® Carbon

Eye catching automatic open/close oversize mini umbrella with elegant 
handle in carbon look

Cover with silver reflective piping acc. to EN ISO 20471 for an optimum visibility in road traffic, 

convenient automatic open/close function for quick opening and closing, high quality windproof 

system with flexible FARE®-FlexBar plastic ribs for a higher flexibility and stability in windy 

conditions, water and dirt repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric 

protection, elegant Soft-Touch handle in carbon look with integrated push button

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S

Silver reflex piping  
(acc. EN ISO 20471)

Soft-Touch handle with 
carbon look

Article 5699

black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 32 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  410 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel, Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 200 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC midsize mini umbrella RainLite® Classic

Classic automatic open/close mini umbrella in medium size 
with genuine wood handle

Convenient automatic open/close function for a quick opening and closing, high quality 

windproof system with extremely flexible Fibertec® rib construction for maximum frame 

flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties through original 

DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, exclusive chromed crook handle with push-button

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL
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S

Windproof system 
with Fibertec® rib 
construction

Wooden crook 
handle with chromed 
push-button

Article 5675

PREMIUM

black

Umbrella diameter  110 cm

Closed length 36 cm

Number of panels  7

Weight  444 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Genuine wood

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 200 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC oversize mini umbrella Stormmaster®

Extremely sturdy automatic open/close mini umbrella in high quality gift box

Convenient automatic open/close function for a quick opening and closing, extremely robust 

special-rib construction made of plastic and fibgreglass, high quality windproof system for 

maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties 

through durable nano coating, elegant handle with handle insert in wooden look, single packed 

in a high quality gift box

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system 

with FARE®-FlexBar 
plastic ribs

Black plastic handle 
with handle insert in 
wooden look

Article 5663

PREMIUM

night blue black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 34 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  409 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 200 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC oversize mini umbrella Stormmaster®

Extremely robust sturdy oversize automatic open/close mini umbrella with 
highly flexible rib construction

Extremely robust special-rib construction made of plastic and fibreglass, convenient automatic 

open/close function for a quick opening and closing, high quality windproof system for 

maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties 

through durable nano coating, black-silver handle with integrated push-button, single packed in 

a high-quality gift box

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Windproof system 
with Fibertec® rib 
construction

Black-silver plastic 
handle

Article 5669

PREMIUM

black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 34 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  409 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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120 × 45 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 180 mm 
2 = 150 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AOC golf mini umbrella Jumbomagic® 
Windfighter® FARE®-Exclusive

Elegant automatic open/close golf mini umbrella for two people with leather 
trim and chromed details

Convenient automatic open/close function for quick opening and closing, high quality windproof 

system with highly flexible FARE®-FlexBar ribs for higher flexibility and stability in windy 

conditions, chromed steel shaft, nylon cover with elegant woven design, water and dirt repellent 

cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, exclusive handle with real 

leather trims, integrated push button and promotional labelling option, attractive sleeve with 

convenient zipper, large diameter for multiple people, single packed in a high quality gift box

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system 

with FARE®-FlexBar 
plastic ribs

Black woven dessin

Exclusive leather handle 
with push-button

Handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 5605

PREMIUM

black

Umbrella diameter  124 cm

Closed length 34 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  549 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Nylon

Handle  Plastic, Real leather

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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SUPER GIFT 2015

120 × 45 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm 59 × 7 mm 59 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Opens and closes 

electrically

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
IN

I U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof systemHand friendly handle 
with charging option

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 5380

black

Umbrella diameter  103 cm

Closed length 36 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  517 g

Frame  3-section

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  6

Electrical mini 
umbrella FARE-iAuto®

Practical mini umbrella with electrical opening 
and closing mechanism

High-precision mechanic and control system, manual operation 

possible when the battery is empty, splash protected handle with 

integrated long-life lithium ionen battery and high-speed micro-

engine with gearbox, handle with integrated charging connector, 

high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in 

stormy conditions, comfortable soft-touch handle with integrated 

push-button for convenient openin/closing and battery charging 

indicator, eye-catching carrying strap with reflector stripes for 

better visibility in road traffic, cover with sun protection factor 

UPF 50+, coated inside cover tone-in-tone, single packed 

in a high-quality gift tube, charger included, awarded with 

SUPER GIFT Award 2015

World  
innovation! Handle with push-but-

tons and reflecting 
carrying strap
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WE LIKE
PEOPLE WHO

SMILE
WHEN IT’S
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85 × 15 mm

1 = 80 mm 
2 = 80 mm 
3 = 120 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Children's safety umbrella FARE®-Kids

Sturdy kids umbrella with child friendly design and reflective piping

Silver reflective piping acc.to EN ISO 20471 for an optimum visibility in road traffic, simple and 

safe opening by springless safety runner, high quality windproof system for maximum frame 

flexibility in stormy conditions, rounded and enlarged tips to minimize prevent injuries, frame 

with extremely sturdy fibreglass ribs, rounded top, frame with extremely flexible fibreglass ribs, 

handle with name plate

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

REG
U
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Windproof system with 
safety runner

Coloured safety top

Cover with silver 
reflex piping (acc. to 
EN ISO 20471)

Handle with name 
plate, safety tips

Article 6902

white yellow red lime navy

Umbrella diameter  77 cm

Closed length 62 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  235 g

Diameter shaft  8 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  48
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85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC regular umbrella

Attractively priced automatic regular umbrella with flexible fibreglass ribs

Attractively priced regular umbrella with windproof features for a higher flexibility and stability 

in windy conditions, convenient automatic function for a quick opening, higher corrosion 

protection due to galvanized steel shaft, closing strap with practical velcro

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Black steel shaft with 
fibreglass ribs

Practical closing strap

Black nickel-plated tips

Plastic handle

Article 1102

white yellow orange red green euroblue navy black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 87 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  390 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  48
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85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC regular umbrella

Attractively priced automatic regular umbrella with straight wooden handle

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening, windproof features for higher frame 

flexibility and stability in windy conditions, flexible fibreglass ribs, higher corrosion protection 

due to galvanized steel shaft, straight black handle made of genuine wood

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

REG
U

LA
R U

M
BRELLA

S

Black steel shaft with 
fibreglass ribs

Wooden handle

Article 1192

white yellow orange red royal navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 84 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  360 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Genuine wood

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC regular umbrella

Attractively priced automatic regular umbrella with 
burned wooden crook handle

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening, windproof features for higher frame 

flexibility and stability in windy conditions, flexible fibreglass ribs, higher corrosion protection 

due to galvanized steel shaft, handle with laser- competent handle ring

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Black metal shaft with 
fibreglass ribs

Burned wooden crook 
handle with handle ring

Article 1162

white yellow red green euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 89 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  380 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Genuine wood

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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ø 20 mm 
59 × 7 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

ø 20 mm 
59 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC regular umbrella

Attractively priced automatic regular umbrella with double promotional 
labelling option on handle

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality 

windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, straight handle with 

double promotional labelling option, higher corrosion protection due to galvanized steel shaft

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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R U
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Windproof automatic 
frame

Handle with two 
promotional labelling 
options

Article 1152

Pr
om

ot
io
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l l
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el
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e

white yellow red green euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 82 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  420 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  48
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50 × 10 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC regular umbrella

Classic automatic regular umbrella with genuine wood elements

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening, windproof features for a higher flexibility 

and stability in windy conditions, flexible fibreglass ribs, burned wooden crook handle with 

handle ring suitable for laser print, handle, top and tips made of genuine wood, higher corrosion 

protection due to galvanized steel shaft

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Black steel shaft with 
fibreglass ribs

Dull plastic top

Genuine wood handle 
with flattened handle 
part

Example of lasering

Article 1132

white bordeaux navy black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 86 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  380 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Genuine wood

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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ø 20 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm 45 × 10 mm ø 10 mm ø 10 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

New!  
Promotional  

labelling option

New!
EVA laser engraving

See page 16

AC regular umbrella Colorline

Fancy automatic regular umbrella with colored shaft and ribs

Convenient automatic function for quick opening, windproof features for higher flexibility and 

stability in windy conditions, flexible fibreglass ribs, subtle cover decoration thanks to coloured 

seams, push button with promotional labelling option and exclusive soft handle with double 

promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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U
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R U
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Article 1083

black-white black-yellow black-orange black-magenta black-red black-lime black-petrol black-euro blue

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 84 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  354 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Soft

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24

Pr
om
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l l
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e

Coloured shaft with 
fibreglass ribs

Push button with 
promotional labelling 
option

Push button with 
doming example

Soft handle with two 
promotional labelling 
options
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85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC woodshaft regular umbrella

Automatic regular umbrella with genuine wood shaft 
and genuine wood handle

Massive genuine wood shaft, convenient automatic function for quick opening, flexible fibreglass 

ribs, windproof features for higher flexibility and stability in windy conditions, crook handle and 

top made of genuine wood

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Black steel shaft with 
fibreglass ribs

Genuine wood handle

Article 3310

white red dark green navy anthracite

Umbrella diameter  108 cm

Closed length 88 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  450 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Genuine wood

Shaft  Genuine wood

Packing unit  24
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59 × 7 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm 59 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC regular umbrella FARE®-Fashion

Attractive automatic regular umbrella in consistently uniform colour

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality 

windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, soft-touch handle and top 

in colour matching cover, handle with integrated push-button and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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R U
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Windproof automatic 
frame

Soft-Touch crook 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 1115

red lime petrol purple navy mocha black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 86 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  440 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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59 × 7 mm59 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

No offset thanks to  
seamless cover

Your requested motif  
  printed edge-to-edge

Full-surface printing 

produced in europe

information on p. 17

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

Article 1115UK

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 88 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  464 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  48

Windproof automatic 
frame

Soft-Touch crook 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

AC regular umbrella FARE®-Allover

Individually designing automatic regular umbrella

The white cover can be printed edge to edge with the required motif, 

convenient automatic function for quick opening, flexible fibreglass 

ribs, high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in 

stormy conditions, Soft-Touch crook handle with integrated push-button 

and promotional labelling option, higher corrosion protection due to 

galvanized steel shaft

EU
RO

PE
-P

RO
D

U
CT

IO
N
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70 × 10 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Alu regular umbrella Lightmatic®

Extra light automatic regular umbrella made of aluminium with handle 
suitable for laser print

Convenient automatic function for quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, windproof features 

for higher frame flexibility and stability in windy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover 

properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, crook handle made of aluminium 

(suitable for laser print)

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Black steel shaft with 
fibreglass ribs

Crook handle in 
aluminium

Article 7850

white red euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 88 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  390 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Aluminium

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC regular umbrella FARE®-Collection

Wind resistant regular umbrella with convenient automatic function

Convenient automatic function for quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof 

system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt repellent cover 

properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, Soft-Touch handle and top

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Windproof automatic 
frame

Soft-Touch crook 
handle

Article 1112

yellow orange red light green green royal navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 83 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  440 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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!

ø 20 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

ATTENTION:
Colours comparatively less saturated than the 

normal screen printed ones – more information 
about the Color-magic® print on p. 15

AC regular umbrella Colormagic®

Automatic regular umbrella with colourful "wow" effect

Cover with special imprint on two panels: White rain cloud motif become visible in dry 

condition, coloured rainbow-motif becomes visible in wet coditions, convenient automatic 

function for a quick opening, windproof features for higher flexibility and stability in windy 

conditions, flexible fibreglass ribs, dull black handle with promotional labelling option, higher 

corrosion protection due to galvanized steel shaft, awarded with marke(ding) Award 2012

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Black steel shaft with 
fibreglass ribs

Special print with 
colour change

Handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 1142C

black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 84 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  451 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24

In wet conditions

In dry conditions
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1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 320 mm 70 × 15 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 100 mm 
2 = 100 mm 
3 = 100 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC umbrella FARE®-Collection Square

Eye-catching automatic regular umbrella in special square form

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening, high quality windproof system for maximum 

frame flexibility in stormy conditions, flexible fibreglass ribs, water and dirt-repellent cover 

properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, higher corrosion protection due 

to galvanized steel shaft, staight soft handle with integrated push-button

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Windproof automatic 
frame

Soft handle with 
push-button

Article 1182

yellow orange red light green royal navy grey black

Umbrella width  88 cm

Umbrella depth 88 cm

Closed length  84 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  390 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Soft

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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ø 25 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 25 mm 80 × 15 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC alu regular umbrella Windmatic®

Sturdy automatic regular umbrella with perfect wind features

Lightweight but strong aluminium shaft, convenient automatic function for a quick opening, 

flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy 

conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric 

protection, straight handle with black soft material and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

REG
U
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R U

M
BRELLA

S

Windproof automatic 
frame

Hand friendly soft 
handle

Handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 7860

white red euroblue navy light grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 83 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  430 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Soft

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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UPF
50+

ø 20 mm 
59 × 7 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

ø 20 mm 
59 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC regular umbrella FARE® Doubleface

Attractive automatic regular umbrella with two coloured cover

Harmonically combined two-colored cover with coordinated interior and exterior colours, seam, 

rosette and closing strap in colour matching to interior colour of cover, flexible fibreglass ribs, 

convenient automatic function for a quick opening, windproof features for higher flexibility and 

stability in windy conditions, straight soft-touch handle with two promtional labelling options, 

higher corrosion protection due to galvanized steel shaft

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Black steel shaft with 
fibreglass ribs

Inside colour of cover 
visible on the seam, 
rosette and fastening 
band

Handle with two 
promotional labelling 
options

Article 1159

lime/grey navy/light blue black/red

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 80 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  460 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  48
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ø 20 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Regular umbrella FARE®-AC

Eye catching automatic regular umbrella with reflective piping

Silver reflex piping according to EN ISO 20471 for a better visibility in road traffic, convenient 

automatic function for quick opening, sturdy fibreglass shaft, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality 

windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, convenient Soft-Touch 

handle with promotional labelling option, Soft-Touch top

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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R U

M
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S

Windproof automatic 
frame

Silver reflex piping (acc. 
To EN ISO 20471)

Dull nickel-plated tips

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 1744

white red navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 81 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  510 g

Diameter shaft  12 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  24
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UPF
50+

59 × 7 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm 59 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC regular umbrella FARE®-Collection

Wind resistant automatic regular umbrella with silver coated outer cover and 
coloured inner cover

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality 

windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, coated cover with sun 

protection factor UPF 50+, Soft-Touch crook handle with promotional labelling option, higher 

corrosion protection due to galvanized steel shaft

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Windproof automatic 
frame

Outer face in silver, 
innerface in red, dark 
blue or black

Soft-Touch crook 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 7119

silver/black silver/red silver/dark blue

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 85 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  440 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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51 × 7 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm 51 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC alu regular umbrella Windmatic® Color

Sturdy automatic regular umbrella with colour coordinated handle

Lightweight aluminum shaft, convenient automatic function for a quick opening, high quality 

windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent 

cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, Soft-Touch crook handle 

with promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

REG
U
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R U

M
BRELLA

S

Windproof automatic 
frame

Special coated handle 
in colour matching 
cover with promotional 
labelling option

Article 7870

white red green dark green night blue anthracite

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 88 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  450 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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UPF
50+

ø 25 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 25 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC alu regular umbrella Windmatic®

Sturdy automatic regular umbrella with two coloured cover

Externally coated cover with sun protection factor UPF 50+,  lightweight but strong aluminium 

shaft, flexible fibreglass ribs, convenient automatic function for a quick opening, high quality 

windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent 

cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, aluminium coloured handle 

with black soft material and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Windproof automatic 
frame

Plastic handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 7869

silver/black grey-metallic/
black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 83 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  430 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Soft

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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ø 20 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

FARE®-AC alu regular umbrella

Stylish automatic regular umbrella with matching handle and cover

Lightweight but sturdy aluminium frame, convenient automatic function for a quick opening, 

flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy 

conditions, attractive Soft-Touch handle with silver push-button and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Windproof automatic 
frame

Aluminium shaft

Soft-Touch handle with 
silver push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 7560

white red euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 82 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  460 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Regular umbrella FARE® Fibertec® AC

Elegant automatic regular umbrella with easy opening technology in ultra 
lightweight execution

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening, cable pull opening technology, sturdy 

fibreglass frame, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof system for maximum frame 

flexibility in stormy conditions, Soft-Touch crook handle with silver coloured inserts and 

integrated push button, higher corrosion protection due to galvanized steel shaft

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Windproof automatic 
frame

Automatic opening 
technology

Soft-Touch handle

Handle with nickel 
inserts and integrated 
push button

Article 1755

red berry lime navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 88 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  400 g

Diameter shaft  12 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  24
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85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC woodshaft regular umbrella

Automatic regular umbrella with attractive motif inside

Inside cover with allover constellation design, convenient automatic function for a quick 

opening, sturdy fibreglass ribs, wind resistant properties for higher frame flexibility and stability 

in windy conditions, shaft and shapely crook handle made of genuine wood

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Genuine wood shaft 
with fibreglass ribs

Genuin wooden shaft 
with through ferrule

Wooden crook handle

Article 3330A

night blue/
starsky

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 89 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  420 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Genuine wood

Shaft  Genuine wood

Packing unit  24
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59 × 7 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm 59 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Alu regular umbrella FARE®-Comfort

Convenient regular umbrella with significantly shorter opening stroke

Fast opening and closing by hand, convenient shortened opening and closing stroke, attractive 

design through titanium finish frame and details, lightweight aluminium shaft, flexible fibreglass 

ribs, windproof features for higher frame flexibility and stability in windy conditions, soft-touch 

crook handle with promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Frame in titanium finish

Soft-Touch crook 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Shortened open 
mechanism

Shortened close 
mechanism

Article 7770

white navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 91 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  393 g

Diameter shaft  12 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee, Plastic

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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59 × 7 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm 59 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Regular umbrella FARE®-Reverse

Stylish regular umbrella with automatic closing function

Attractive soft-touch design handle with raised push-button and promotional labelling option, 

convenient automatic function for a quick closing, lotus shaped fibreglass rib construction, high 

quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, higher corrosion 

protection due to galvanized steel shaft

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Windproof system, 
lotus-shaped fibreglass 
rib construction

Exclusive Soft-
Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option and coloured 
applications

Article 7192

white lime navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 85 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  380 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC regular umbrella WETLOOK

Sturdy automatic regular umrella with surprising wetlook effect

Outside cover with Wetlook square design which become visible in wet condition, flexible 

fibreglass ribs, convenient automatic function for a quick opening, windproof features for higher 

flexibility and stability in windy conditions, crook handle and top made of genuine wood, closing 

strap with wooden button, higher corrosion protection due to galvanized steel shaft

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Black metal shaft with 
fibreglass ribs

Brown wooden crook 
handle

Article 7232

navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 90 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  500 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Genuine wood

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24

In wet conditions

In dry conditions
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120 × 30 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC regular umbrella

Quirky automatic regular umbrella with rifle look handle

Fast opening by pulling the trigger (push-button), black top in bead design, high quality 

windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, flexible fibreglass ribs, 

higher corrosion protection due to galvanized steel shaft, convenient carrying case

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Windproof automatic 
frame

Black top (Korn)

Plastic handle

Article 7007

black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 94 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  650 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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40 × 6 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm 40 × 6 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC regular umbrella Safebrella® LED

Eye catching automatic regular umbrella with reflectors and LED light

Cover with 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material at the panel corners, handle with LED light 

(incl. battery) for an optimum visibility in road traffic, light function with continuous white light 

and flashing red light, convenient automatic function for a quick opening, flexible fibreglass 

ribs, windproof features for higher frame flexibility and stability in windy conditions, Soft-Touch 

handle with flat push-button and promotional labelling option, higher corrosion protection due 

to galvanized steel shaft

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Black metal shaft with 
fibreglass ribs

3M™ Scotchlite™ 
Reflective Material

Press once: continuous 
white light

Press twice: flashing 
red light

Article 7571

red navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 82 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  460 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12

Further Safebrella®-umbrellas: 
5071, 5171, 5471 and 5571.
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120 × 25 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Alu umbrella ALU LIGHT²

Wind resistant manual open regular umbrella made of aluminium with 
convenient carrying case

Lightweight aluminium shaft, lotus shaped fibreglass rib construction for extra stability, simple 

opening by springless opening technology, windproof features for higher frame flexibility and 

stability in windy conditions, straight soft touch handle with promotional labelling option, 

convenient carrying case with drawcord

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Fibreglass rib construc-
tion in lotus shape for 
better stability

Dull silver tips

Carrying case

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 7790

red navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 84 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  397 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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UPF
50+

20 × 10 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Alu umbrella ALU LIGHT²

Wind resistant manual open regular umbrella with eye-catching inside print

Eye-catching inside print with cloudy sky, outside cover with sun protection factor UPF 50+, 

convenient opening due to simple opening by springless opening technology, lightweight but 

strong aluminium shaft, lotus shaped fibreglass rib construction for extra stability, windproof 

features for higher flexibility and stability in windy conditions, soft-touch crook handle with 

handle ring suitable for laser print

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Fibreglass rib construc-
tion in lotus shape for 
better stability

Dull aluminium shaft

Soft-Touch crook 
handle with handle ring 
(suitable for laser print)

Article 7793

blue-metallic/
cloud-design

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 86 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  410 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12

Also available as mini umbrella with cloud design (art. 5783).
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85 × 10 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Bamboo regular umbrella Ökobrella®

Environmentally friendly regular umbrella made of high quality bamboo from 
a sustainable forestry

Expensively constructed bamboo frame, straight bamboo handle, bamboo tips, cover made of 

recycled PET bottles with "rip stop" structure

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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High quality bamboo 
frame

Bamboo tips

Cover with "Rip-Stop" 
structure

Bamboo top

Straight bamboo frame

Article 3299

beige

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 81 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  300 g

Diameter shaft  13 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Bamboo

Shaft  Bamboo

Packing unit  12
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120 × 25 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm 59 × 7 mm 59 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Opens and closes 

electrically

NEW!

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Black frame

Fibreglass ribs

Handle with push-but-
tons and reflecting 
carrying strap

Article 7380

black

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 83 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  595 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Diameter shaft 2  11 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel, Aluminium

Packing unit  6

Handle with charging 
option

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Electrical regular umbrella FARE-iAuto®

Practical regular umbrella with electrical opening and closing system

High-precision mechanic and control system, manual operation possible when the 

battery is empty, splash protected handle with integrated long-life lithium ion battery 

and high-speed micro-engine with gearbox, handle with integrated charging connector, 

flexible fibreglass ribs, windproof features for higher flexibility and stability in windy 

conditions, comfortable Soft-Touch handle with integrated push-button for convenient 

opening/closing and battery charging indicator, eye-catching carrying strap with reflector 

stripes for better visibility in road traffic, cover with sun protection factor UPF 50+, coated 

inside cover tone-in-tone, single packed in a high quality gift tube, charger included
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10

59 × 7 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 130 mm 
2 = 120 mm 
3 = 240 mm 59 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

New!  
Now also available 

in red and lime

Midsize umbrella ALU-LIGHT10

Attractive automatic regular umbrella in solid uniform colouring

Special look through 10 umbrella panels, lightweight aluminium shaft, flexible fibreglass ribs, 

easy to handle thanks to sliding safety runner, Soft-Touch crook handle with promotional 

labelling option in colour matching cover

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
ID

SIZE U
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BRELLA
S

Strong fibreglass frame 
with Windproof system

Ergonomically operated 
by pressing push button

Soft-Touch handle in 
colour matching cover 
with promotional 
labelling option

Article 4110

red lime pigeon blue night blue anthracite brown

Umbrella diameter  115 cm

Closed length 92 cm

Number of panels  10

Weight  420 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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12

80 × 15 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 100 mm 
2 = 90 mm 
3 = 120 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC midsize umbrella FARE®-Multicolor

Colourful umbrella in medium size with coloured soft handle

Outstanding shape and look due to twelve panels with four recurrent shades of colours, 

convenient automatic function for a quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof 

system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, hand-friendly soft handle, higher 

corrosion protection due to black galvanized steel shaft

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Windproof automatic 
frame

Article 4584

yellow-combi red-combi green-combi blue-combi grey-combi

Umbrella diameter  110 cm

Closed length 89 cm

Number of panels  12

Weight  530 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Soft

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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80 × 15 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 210 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 320 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC midsize fiberglass umbrella Fibermatic® Vent

Durable automatic umbrella in medium size with ventilation system

Overlapping ventilation cover to regulate pressure in stronger gusts, sturdy fibreglass shaft, 

flexible fibreglass ribs, convenient automatic function for a quick opening, high quality windproof 

system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, comfortable straight soft handle

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
ID

SIZE U
M

BRELLA
S

Windproof automatic 
frame

Dull plastic top

Soft handle with large 
push-button

Article 4385

black-orange black-red black-euro blue black-grey

Umbrella diameter  115 cm

Closed length 86 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  510 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Nylon

Handle  Soft

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  12
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85 × 10 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC midsize umbrella FARE®-Collection

Automatic umbrella in medium size with classy leather detailing

Convenient automatic function for quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof 

system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt repellent cover 

properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, wooden crook handle with 

gain, black handle ring and handle patch in leather look, higher corrosion protection due to 

galvanized steel shaft

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Windproof automatic 
frame

Wooden crook handle 
with grain, black handle 
ring and handle patch 
in leather look

Article 4132

dark green navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  115 cm

Closed length 94 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  530 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Genuine wood

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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51 × 7 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm 51 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC alu midsize umbrella Windmatic®

Eye catching umbrella in medium size with reflective piping

Silver reflex piping acc. to EN ISO 20471 for a better visibility in road traffic, flexible 

fibreglass ribs, convenient automatic function for a quick opening, high quality windproof 

system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover 

properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, Soft-Touch crook handle with 

promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING
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Windproof automatic 
frame

Reflective piping  
(acc. to EN ISO 20471)

Silver Soft-Touch 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 4870

red euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  115 cm

Closed length 93 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  500 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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40 × 6 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm 40 × 6 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC midsize umbrella FARE®-Style

Stylish automatic umbrella in medium size with coloured shaft and ribs

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality 

windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, shapely Soft-Touch 

crook handle with colored grip rings, integrated push-button and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES
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Windproof automatic 
frame

Steel frame with 
coloured coated shaft

Coloured handle rings

Soft-Touch top with 
anti-slip ferrule

Exclusive Soft-Touch 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 4783

anthracite-white anthracite-yellow anthracite-
orange

anthracite-red anthracite-lime anthracite-
euroblue

anthracite-grey

Umbrella diameter  112 cm

Closed length 89 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  530 g

Diameter shaft  12 mm

Cover Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel, Plastic

Packing unit  24

Also available as mini umbrella (Art. 5583).
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51 × 7 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm 51 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC midsize umbrella Windmatic® Black Edition

Eye catching umbrella in medium size with reflective piping

Consequent black coloration, cover with silver reflective piping acc. to EN ISO 20471 for better 

visibility in road traffic, flexible fibreglass ribs, convenient automatic function for quick opening, 

high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt 

repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, Soft-Touch crook 

handle with promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
ID

SIZE U
M

BRELLA
S

Windproof automatic 
frame

Reflective piping  
(acc. to EN ISO 20471)

Soft-Touch crook 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 4875

black

Umbrella diameter  115 cm

Closed length 93 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  500 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC midsize umbrella FARE®-Compose

Attractive midsize umbrella with coloured ribs and exclusive design elements

Convenient automatic function for quick opening, high quality windproof system for maximum 

frame flexibility in stormy conditions, flexible fibreglass ribs in colour matching cover, exclusive 

design handle with integrated push button and silicone carry strap, exclusive shape of umbrella 

top, winner of the reddot design award 2014

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
ID

SI
ZE

 U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof automatic 
frame

Exclusive shape of 
umbrella top

Exclusive plastic handle 
with push-button

Special carrying strap

Article 4495

white red navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  112 cm

Closed length 85 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  510 g

Diameter shaft  12 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  24
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ø 25 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 210 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 320 mm ø 25 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Midsize umbrella FARE®-Gearshift

Sporty umbrella in medium size with exclusive gear stick handle

Dull silver gear stick handle with promotional labelling option (f. e. shifting gate), convenient 

automatic function for quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof system 

for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt repellent cover properties 

through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, handle with special finish parts, integrated 

push button and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
ID

SIZE U
M

BRELLA
S

Windproof automatic 
frame

Ferrule with dull silver 
parts

Dull silver handle in 
dark grey special finish

Example of doming 
shifting gate

Article 4155

black

Umbrella diameter  115 cm

Closed length 89 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  560 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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ø 20 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC alu midsize umbrella RainLite®

Elegant regular umbrella in medium size with aluminium shaft 
with titanium finish

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality 

windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent 

cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, exclusive Soft-Touch 

handle with black push-button and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
ID

SI
ZE

 U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof automatic 
frame

Aluminium shaft in 
titanfinish

Soft-Touch handle 
with push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 4235

PREMIUM

dark blue anthracite

Umbrella diameter  115 cm

Closed length 90 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  550 g

Diameter shaft  12 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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UPF
50+

51 × 7 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm 51 × 7 mm 15 × 15 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Alu midsize umbrella RainLite® Exclusive

Elegant umbrella in medium size with metallic coated outside cover

Convenient automatic function for quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, specially hardened 

aluminum shaft in noble titanium finnish, high quality windproof system for maximum frame 

flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt repellent cover properties through original 

DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, cover with UV protection, Soft-Touch crook handle with 

lazer competent handle ring and promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
ID

SIZE U
M

BRELLA
S

Windproof automatic 
frame

Aluminium shaft in 
titanfinish

Soft-Touch crook 
handle with handle 
ring (suitable for laser 
print) and promotional 
labelling option

Article 4295

PREMIUM

navy-metallic/
black

grey-metallic/
black

black-metallic/
black

Umbrella diameter  115 cm

Closed length 93 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  560 g

Diameter shaft  12 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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120 × 30 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 280 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Midsize umbrella FARE®-Exklusiv 60th Edition

Elegant umbrella in medium size with many connoisseur‘s details of the 
classic art of umbrella making

Chrome-plated details, straight handle in mottled maple genuine wood look with chrome-

plated details, classic faconné cover, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof system for 

maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, closing strap with chromed notch, high-quality 

sleeve with large opening and piping, chrome-plated opening runner

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

M
ID

SI
ZE

 U
M

BR
EL

LA
S

Windproof system

Chromed runner and 
notch

Closing strap with 
chrome-plated press 
button

Genuin wooden shaft 
with through ferrule

Chrome-plated genuine 
wood handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 4704

PREMIUM

silver grey-black
 

dark grey-black

Umbrella diameter  115 cm

Closed length 87 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  542 g

Diameter shaft  16 mm

Cover  Nylon, Polyester

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Genuine wood

Packing unit  12
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80 × 15 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC golf umbrella

Convenient golf umbrella for two people with hand friendly soft handle

Convenient automatic function for a quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, windproof features 

for higher flexibility and stability in windy conditions, straight soft handle, higher corrosion 

protection due to galvanized steel shaft, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF U
M

BRELLA
S Black metal shaft with 

fibreglass ribs

Special plastic tips

Soft handle

Article 2382

red lime royal navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  120 cm

Closed length 95 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  490 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Soft

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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13 × 10 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC golf umbrella

Golf umbrella for two people with laser engravable handle ring

Chromed metal shaft, convenient automatic function for quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, 

windproof features for higher flexibility and stability in windy conditions, crook handle with laser 

engravable metal handle ring, chromed metal tips, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF
 U

M
BR

EL
LA

S

Steel shaft with fibre-
glass ribs

Plastic crook handle

Laser engravable metal 
handle ring (possible 
laser option), laser 
example

Article 2360

white yellow orange red navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  120 cm

Closed length 98 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  570 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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ø 20 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 360 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Fibreglass golf umbrella

Durable manual open golf umbrella for two people

High quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, sturdy 

fibreglass shaft, flexible fibreglass ribs, straight handle with promotional labelling option, plastic 

tip cup, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system 

with Fibertec® rib 
construction

Dull plastic top

Handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 2235

white yellow orange red green navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  130 cm

Closed length 100 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  540 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  24
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80 × 15 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC golf umbrella

Convenient automatic golf umbrella for two people with hand 
friendly soft crook handle

Automatic function for a quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof system for 

maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, higher corrosion protection due to galvanized 

steel shaft, soft crook handle with integrated push-button, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF
 U

M
BR

EL
LA

S

Windproof automatic 
frame

Handle with 
push-button

Soft handle

Article 2365

navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  120 cm

Closed length 96 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  530 g

Diameter shaft  12 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Soft

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  24
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ø 20 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 360 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Fibreglass golf umbrella

Lightweight golf umbrella for two people with highly flexible rib construction

Sturdy fibreglass shaft, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof system for maximum 

frame flexibility in stormy conditions, comfortable straight Soft-Touch handle with promotional 

labelling option, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system 

with Fibertec® rib 
construction

Easy to handle thanks 
to sliding safety runner

Perfect rib fastening by 
nylon loops

Hand friendly soft 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 2285

white green euroblue navy black

Umbrella diameter  130 cm

Closed length 102 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  460 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Nylon

Handle  Soft

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  12
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85 × 10 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC woodshaft golf umbrella FARE®-Collection

Elegant automatic golf umbrella for two people with genuine 
wooden shaft and handle

Shaft made of genuine wood in dark brown colour, convenient automatic function for 

quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, windproof features for higher frame flexibility and 

stability in windy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties through original 

DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, elegant crook handle made of genuine wood, large 

diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF
 U

M
BR

EL
LA

S

Black genuine wooden 
shaft with fibreglass 
ribs

Genuine wood handle

Article 7350

navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  120 cm

Closed length 98 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  550 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Genuine wood

Shaft  Genuine wood

Packing unit  12
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85 × 10 mm

1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 360 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC golf umbrella Fibermatic® XL

Highly durable automatic golf umbrella with large diameter for two people

Convenient automatic function for quick opening, sturdy fibreglass shaft, flexible fibreglass ribs, 

high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, straight soft 

handle with promotional labelling option and flat push button, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof automatic 

frame

Soft handle with 
push-button

Dull plastic top

Article 2985

red euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  130 cm

Closed length 101 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  630 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Nylon

Handle  Soft

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  12
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ø 20 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 360 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Golf umbrella Jumbo®-ALU LIGHT

Lightweight golf umbrella for two people with silver reflex piping

Silver reflective piping acc. to EN ISO 20471 for a better visibility in road traffic, easy to handle 

thanks to sliding safety runner, flexible fibreglass ribs, lightweight aluminium shaft, windproof 

features for higher flexibility and stability in windy conditions, hand friendly Soft-Touch handle 

with promotional labelling option, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF
 U

M
BR

EL
LA

S

Windproof automatic 
frame

Easy to handle thanks 
to safety runner

Reflective piping (acc. 
to EN ISO 20471)

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 2639

red pigeon blue night blue taupe anthracite

Umbrella diameter  130 cm

Closed length 100 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  520 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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14 × 14 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Fiberglas golf umbrella Windfighter® AC²

First class automatic golf umbrella for two people with highly 
flexible rib construction

Convenient automatic function for quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof 

system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover 

properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, Soft-Touch crook handle with 

integrated push-button (suitable for laser print), large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF U
M

BRELLA
S Soft-Touch crook 

handle

Handle with integrated 
push-button (laser 
option), laser example

Dull plastic top with 
anti-slip ferrule

Article 7810

red euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  120 cm

Closed length 91 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  540 g

Diameter shaft  12 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  12
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ø 25 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 360 mm ø 25 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Golf umbrella FARE®-Vent

Sturdy golf umbrella for two people with ventilation cover

Overlapping vented cover to regulate pressure in stronger gusts, sturdy fibreglass shaft, flexible 

fibreglass ribs, simple opening by springless opening technology, high quality windproof system 

for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, exclusive straight Soft-Touch handle with 

promotional labelling option, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF
 U

M
BR

EL
LA

S

Windproof system

Springless opening 
technology

Dull plastic top

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 2275

red navy grey silver/black black

Umbrella diameter  130 cm

Closed length 98 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  590 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  12
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ø 20 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 360 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Alu golf umbrella FARE®-AC

Stylish golf umbrella for two people with colour 
co-ordinated handle and cover

Lightweight but sturdy aluminium frame, convenient automatic function for a quick opening, 

flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy 

conditions, attractive Soft-Touch handle with silver push-button and promotional labelling 

option, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof automatic 

frame

Aluminium shaft

Soft-Touch handle with 
silver push-button and 
promotional labelling 
option

Article 7580

white red euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  130 cm

Closed length 96 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  550 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 360 mm

ø 20 mm 
59 × 7 mm

ø 20 mm 
59 × 7 mm85 × 20 mm

1 = 120 mm 
2 = 110 mm 
3 = 160 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC golf umbrella Jumbo® XL Square Color

Square shape golf umbrella for two people

Attractive design due to coloured stem, convenient automatic function for quick opening, 

flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy 

conditions, straight Soft-Touch handle with integrated push button and double promotional 

labelling option, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF
 U

M
BR

EL
LA

S

Windproof automatic 
frame

Steel frame with 
coloured coated shaft

Exclusive soft handle 
with push-button

Two promotional 
labelling options

Article 2393

white red lime euroblue navy grey black

Umbrella width  113 cm

Umbrella depth 113 cm

Closed length  101 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  700 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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120 × 25 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 360 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

NEW!

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof automatic 

frame

Dull plastic top

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 
option

Exclusive design-golf-
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 2339

white petrol navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  133 cm

Closed length 102 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  686 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  12

AC golf umbrella Fibermatic® XL Vent

Exclusive automatic open golf umbrella for two people with 
handle in golf design

Overlapping ventilation cover to regulate pressure in stronger gusts, convenient 

automatic function for quick opening, high-quality windproof system for maximum 

frame flexibility in stormy conditions, sturdy fibreglass shaft, flexible fibreglass 

ribs, exclusive Soft-Touch handle with silver push-button and promotional 

labelling option, cover with two closing straps for optimal fixation in closed state, 

convenient sleeve, large diameter for multiple people
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1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 360 mm ø 20 mmø 20 mm120 × 25 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 120 mm 
2 = 110 mm 
3 = 160 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC golf umbrella Fibermatic® XL Square

Eye catching automatic golf umbrella for two people 
with square cover design

Convenient automatic function for quick opening, sturdy fibreglass shaft, flexible fibreglass ribs, 

high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, high quality 

Ripstop nylon cover with water and dirt repellent properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® 

fabric protection, comfortable soft handle with integrated push button and promotional labelling 

option, convenient carrying case, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF
 U

M
BR

EL
LA

S

Windproof automatic 
frame

High-class ripstop 
nylon, Teflon®

Dull plastic top

Soft handle with push-
button and promotional 
labelling option

Article 2989

night blue anthracite

Umbrella width  111 cm

Umbrella depth 111 cm

Closed length  100 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  620 g

Cover  Ripstop-Nylon

Handle  Soft

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  12
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ø 20 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 360 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Golf umbrella FARE®-MFP

Metal free manual open golf umbrella for two people and handle with 
exclusive golf ball dimpled surface

Umbrella construction without any metal parts (MFP - Metal Free Product), exclusive handle 

in golf design, sturdy fibreglass shaft and flexible fibreglass ribs, windproof features for higher 

frame flexibility and stability in windy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties 

through FARE®-PEL fabric protection, straight soft-touch handle with promotional labelling 

option, large diameter for multiple people, awarded with PROMO FritzAWARD "Promotional 

Gift of the Year" 2013

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF U
M

BRELLA
S Umbrella construction 

is made without any 
metal parts

Easy to handle thanks 
to sliding safety runner

Flexible rib construction 
without metal rivet

Exclusive design-golf-
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 7940

white navy grey black

Umbrella diameter  130 cm

Closed length 101 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  520 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  12
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ø 20 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC alu golf umbrella Rainmatic® XL Black

Noble automatic golf umbrella for two people in noble Black Edition

Lightweight but sturdy aluminium shaft in black, convenient automatic function for a quick 

opening, frame with lotus shaped fibreglass rib construction for extra stability, windproof 

features for higher frame flexibility and stability in windy conditions, water and dirt-repellent 

cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, soft-touch handle with 

integrated push-button and promotional labelling option, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF
 U

M
BR
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S

Fibreglass rib construc-
tion in lotus shape for 
better stability

Soft-Touch handle with 
push-button

Handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 7291

black

Umbrella diameter  120 cm

Closed length 93 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  560 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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ø 20 mm100 × 17 mm

1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 360 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

3XL fibreglas golf umbrella FARE®-Doorman

Giant doorman umbrella for up to sevem people

Extremely huge canopy to protect several people, extremely sturdy and big fibreglass shaft, 

sturdy fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy 

conditions, easy to handle thanks to sliding safety runner, comfortable soft handle and with 

promotional labelling option, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system 

Easy to handle thanks 
to sliding safety runner

Dull plastic top

Hand friendly soft 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 6485

navy black

Umbrella diameter  180 cm

Closed length 128 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  940 g

Diameter shaft  16 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Soft

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  6
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ø 20 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 320 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Fiberglass golf umbrella FARE®-Exclusive-Design

Exclusive manual open golf umbrella for two people and handle with golf 
ball dimpled surface

Overlapping ventilation cover to regulate pressure in stronger gusts, simple opening by 

safety runner, sturdy fibreglass shaft, flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof system 

for maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties 

through durable FONEWR nano coating, straight handle with promotional labelling option, 

large diameter for multiple people, winner of the reddot design award 2010, nominated for 

"Designpreis Deutschland 2011"

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF
 U

M
BR

EL
LA

S

Windproof system

Dull silver plastic top

Exclusive golf design 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 7949

PREMIUM

night blue black

Umbrella diameter  135 cm

Closed length 103 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  680 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  12

NOMINATED
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40 × 6 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 300 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 360 mm 40 × 6 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Fibreglass golf umbrella Windfighter® Vent

First class manual open golf umbrella for two people with ventilation cover

Overlapping ventilation cover to regulate pressure in stronger gusts, sturdy fibreglass shaft, 

flexible fibreglass ribs, high quality windproof system for maximum frame flexibility in stormy 

conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® 

fabric protection, exclusive Soft-Touch handle with promotional labelling option, large 

diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system

Plastic top

Exclusive Soft-Touch 
handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 7950

green-navy navy grey-black black

Umbrella diameter  130 cm

Closed length 98 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  690 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  12
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A

B
C

A

80 × 15 mm ø 25 mm ø 25 mm
C =  
250 × 70 mm

B =  
120 × 120 mm

A 

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 150 mm 
3 = 250 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Alu golf umbrella KiteBrella®

Wind resistant manual open golf umbrella for two people in special kite form

Eye-catching canopy in special kite form for optimum behaviour in the air flow, simple opening 

by safety runner, flexible fibreglass ribs, high-quality windproof system for maximum frame 

flexibility in stormy conditions, water and dirt-repellent cover properties through original 

DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, soft touch handle with handle ring and promotional labelling 

option, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF
 U

M
BR

EL
LA

S

Windproof system

Dull chrome-plated 
plastic top

Soft-Touch handle

Handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 7700

night blue grey taupe black

Umbrella width  130 cm

Umbrella depth 105 cm

Closed length  98 cm

Number of panels  10

Weight  550 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12

Special form kite
Excellent frontal vision, plenty of shelter for two and, when 
rotated 90°, optimal individual protection, the aerodynamic 
shape provides exceptional stability on a windy day.
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0          1          2          3

ø 20 mm85 × 15 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

RA3
Coefficient of 

luminous intensity, 
design B

AC golf umbrella FARE®-Reflex

Eye-catching automatic golf umbrella for two people with 
reflective outer cover

Reflective cover acc. to EN ISO 20471 for optimal visibility in road traffic, convenient automatic 

function for quick opening, flexible fibreglass ribs, high-quality windproof system for maximum 

frame flexibility in stormy conditions, Soft-Touch handle with integrated push-button, silver 

details and promotional labelling option, higher corrosion protection due to galvanized steel 

shaft, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF U
M

BRELLA
S Windproof system

Metal shaft with 
through ferrule

Soft-Touch handle with 
push-button

Reflective cover (acc. to 
EN ISO 20471)

Handle with application 
and promotional label-
ling option

Article 7471

reflex silver

Umbrella diameter  120 cm

Closed length 93 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  740 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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120 × 30 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm 20 × 10 mm 20 × 10 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC alu golf umbrella FARE®-Exclusive

Elegant automatic golf umbrella for two people with exclusive leather handle

Lightweight and extremely sturdy aluminium shaft, convenient automatic function for a quick 

opening, sturdy fibreglass ribs, lotus shaped fibreglass rib construction for extra stability, 

windproof features for higher flexibility and stability in windy conditions, cover with elegant 

woven dessin, water and dirt-repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric 

protection, handle with leather and integrated push-button, sleeve with closing strap and press 

button with promotional labelling option, large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF
 U

M
BR

EL
LA

S

Lotus shaped fibreglass 
rib construction for 
extra stability

Elegant woven design

Dull chrome-plated 
plastic top

Sleeve with closing 
strap and promotional 
labelling option in the 
press button

Crook handle with 
leather parts and 
push-button

Article 7280

PREMIUM

brown black

Umbrella diameter  120 cm

Closed length 94 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  599 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester

Handle  Real leather

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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120 × 30 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 190 mm 
2 = 180 mm 
3 = 300 mm ø 20 mm ø 20 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

AC alu golf umbrella FARE®-Exclusive

Noble automatic golf umbrella for two people in transportable gift box

Chromed aluminium shaft, convenient automatic function for a quick opening, lotus shaped 

fibreglass rib construction for extra stability, windproof features for higher frame flexibility and 

stability in windy conditions, cover with elegant woven dessin, water and dirt-repellent cover 

properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, exclusive handle with leather 

trims, chromed details and promotional labelling option, single packed in a high quality gift box, 

large diameter for multiple people

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

G
O

LF U
M

BRELLA
S Fibreglass rib construc-

tion in lotus shape for 
better stability

Elegant woven design

Exclusive handle with 
leather parts

Handle with promo-
tional labelling option

Article 7295

PREMIUM

black

Umbrella diameter  120 cm

Closed length 90 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  538 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Polyester

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Aluminium

Packing unit  12
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200 × 150 mm 58 × 7 mm100 × 13 mm

1 = 170 mm 
2 = 130 mm 
3 = 240 mm 58 × 7 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Travelmate shopper Christmas

Eye catching Travelmate christmas bag in red with 
white fake fur border

Large main bag with zipper and inside zipper compartement

PRODUCT FEATURES

CH
RI

ST
M

A
S 

SP
EC

IA
L

Inside zipper pocket

Article 9179

red

Width  35 cm

Height 36 cm

Depth  11 cm

Weight  340 g

Material  600D Polyester

Packing unit  12

IMPRINTING

FARE® AC Christmas umbrella

Eye catching automatic Christmas umbrella with 
white fake fur border

Convenient automatic function for quick opening, flexible 

fibreglass ribs, windproof features for higher frame flexibility 

and stability in windy conditions, Soft-Touch crook handle with 

promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES

PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

Soft-Touch handle with 
promotional labelling 

option

Article 7179

red

Umbrella diameter  105 cm

Closed length 89 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  590 g

Diameter shaft  10 mm

Cover  Polyester pongee

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Steel

Packing unit  12
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UPF
50+

120 × 40 mm85 × 10 mm

1 = 250 mm 
2 = 200 mm 
3 = 360 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Beach parasol Travelmate Camper

Waterproof travel parasol with UV protection 50+

Cover with sun protection factor UPF 50+, ribs and 2-section foldable lower shaft made of 

sturdy fibreglass, lower shaft with spike to fix in the ground, high-quality windproof system for 

maximum frame flexibility in stormy conditions, parasol also useable as umbrella, convenient 

carrying case with mesh, suitable for trolley suitcase, hospitable diameter

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

IMPRINTING

SU
M

M
ER

Handle with coloured 
push-button

Umbrella and two-sec-
tion foldable lower 
shaft closed 71 cm 
lenght only

To use the camping 
function put the lower 
shaft into the handle

To pull out please use 
press-button

Article 6139

white-yellow white-red white-blue yellow orange red grass green blue

Umbrella diameter  147 cm

Closed length 71 cm

Number of panels  8

Weight  790 g

Diameter shaft  14 mm

Cover  Nylon

Handle  Plastic

Shaft  Fibreglass

Packing unit  12
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250 × 250 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Travelmate beach shopper

Large beach bag with conventient main compartment

Convenient main compartment with large storage space for purchases or beach equipment, 

zipper pocket inside for valuables, smartphone pocket and bottle bag inside, adjustable straps 

with sturdy snap hook for fastening on deck chair

PRODUCT FEATURES

SU
M

M
ERArticle 9115

ivory yellow orange red kiwi petrol black

Width  43 cm

Height 40 cm

Depth  18 cm

Weight  470 g

Material 600D Polyester

Packing unit  24

IMPRINTING

Inside zipper pocket and mobile phone bag 
(practical example)

Inside bottle bag (practical example)
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60 × 60 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Fridge-to-go® Golfridge Hydrator

Convenient cooling-bag with active cooling for up to ten hours

Zipper pocket inside with removable freezer packs, snap hook for fastening on golf bag, 

warm drinks will be cooled within approx. 45 minutes depending on outside temperature and 

will be cooled for approx. 10 hours, bag cover with 4 rubber loops for golf tees, four white 

plastic tees included

PRODUCT FEATURES

SU
M

M
ER

Article FTG1224

black

Width  11 cm

Height 25 cm

Depth  10 cm

Weight  490 g

Material  420D Polyester

Packing unit  6

IMPRINTING

Practical example
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500 × 100 mm

1 = 280 mm 
2 = 300 mm 
3 = 400 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

SU
M

M
ERArticle 8107

Parasol 180/8 
Parasol 200/8

Premium parasol with white brand frame with tilt

Strong solid ribs, two-piece height adjustable shaft with clamping lever, water and dirt-

repellent cover properties through original DuPont™ Teflon® fabric protection, cover with 

volant, lower shaft of approx. 120 cm length, excluding parasol base (Art. 8900)

PRODUCT FEATURES

Length  230 cm

Umbrella diameter 170 cm

Diameter shaft  25 mm

Cover  Polyester

Packing unit  1

IMPRINTINGPRODUCT FEATURES

white white-yellow white-red white-green white-blue yellow red blue

Article 8900

PRODUCT FEATURES

Width  45 cm

Height 13 cm

Depth  45 cm

Weight  900 g

Material  Plastic

Packing unit  1

white

Parasol base

Plastic parasol base for premium 
parasols (Art. 8107/8207)

Filiable with water and sand, approx. 20 litre 

filling capacity, maximum stability can only 

be reached when base is completely filled

PRODUCT FEATURES

Length  230 cm

Umbrella diameter 190 cm

Diameter shaft  25 mm

Cover  Polyester

Packing unit  1

Article 8207
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49 × 27 mm

49 × 27 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Travelmate business culture bag

Practical Travelmate culture/cosmetic bag with large main compartment

A multitude of pockets and dividers, useful integrated hanger, comfortable carrying handle, 

artificial leather trims on front and backside, high quality inner lining and  outer material, 

main compartment with promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES

BA
G

S Article 9080

taupe black

Width  29 cm

Height 24 cm

Depth  9 cm

Weight  220 g

Material  1680D Polyester

Packing unit  12

IMPRINTING

Practical example

High quality inside lining
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49 × 27 mm

49 × 27 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Travelmate business culture bag

Practical Travelmate culture/cosmetic bag with large main compartment and 
a multitude of pockets

Useful mirror and hanger, front and side zipper pockets, convenient side carrying handle, 

artificial leather trims, high quality polyester inner lining and outer material, main compartment 

with promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES

BA
G

SArticle 9090

taupe black

Width  30 cm

Height 20 cm

Depth  17 cm

Weight  400 g

Material 1680D Polyester

Packing unit  12

IMPRINTING

Practical example

High quality inner lining
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49 × 27 mm

49 × 27 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Travelmate business sportsbag Small

Convenient sportsbag with large main bag

Practical inside and outside pockets, separate compartment for wet clothes, compartment 

for wet clothes, padded shoulder pad, high quality nylon inner lining, main bag zipper with 

promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES

BA
G

S Article 9651

taupe black

Width  50 cm

Height 27 cm

Depth  30 cm

Weight  1180 g

Material 1680D Polyester

Packing unit  12

IMPRINTING

Practical example

Pocket for wet clothes or shoes (practical 
example)
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49 × 27 mm

49 × 27 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Travelmate business backpack

Practical Travelmate business backpack with large main bag

Large main bag with slide in compartment, practical outside bag with organizer function for 

essential utensils, outside mesh cases (f. e. for a bottle), special padded back and carrying 

handle, padded shoulder straps with many possibilities to adjust, artifical leather trim, 

high quality polyester inner lining and outer material, second zipper compartment with 

promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES

BA
G

SArticle 9450

taupe black

Width  34 cm

Height 46 cm

Depth  18 cm

Weight  850 g

Material 1680D Polyester

Packing unit  12

IMPRINTING

Front pocket with organizer function 
(practical example)

Mesh cases for bottle or mini umbrella 
(practical example)

High quality inner lining
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49 × 27 mm

49 × 27 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Travelmate business sportsbag Large

Convenient sportsbag with large main bag

Practical inside and outside pockets, organizer function for essential utensils, compartment 

for wet clothes, name card holder, padded shoulder pad, high quality nylon inner lining, 

artificial leather trim, main bag with promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES

BA
G

S Article 9650

taupe black

Width  60 cm

Height 32 cm

Depth  35 cm

Weight  1320 g

Material  1680D Polyester

Packing unit  12

IMPRINTING

Practical example

Pocket for wet clothes or shoes (practical 
example)
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49 × 27 mm

49 × 27 mm

Measure and weight indications are approximate figures only. We reserve the right to change colours, technical details or designs.

Travelmate business notebook backpack

Practical notebook backpack with large main bag

Padded notebook case, practical inside and outside pockets, organizer function for essentiel 

utensils, special padded back and carrying handle, shoulder straps with possibilities to adjust, 

artificial leather trim, high quality polyester inner lining and outer material, front side with 

promotional labelling option

PRODUCT FEATURES

BA
G

SArticle 9550

taupe black

Width  32 cm

Height 47 cm

Depth  20 cm

Weight  1190 g

Material 1680D Polyester

Packing unit  6

IMPRINTING

Unholstered notebook compartement 
and many pockets for important utensils 
(practical example)

High quality inner lining
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Screen printing
The most common printing method we can offer to you. For screen 
printing we offer up to 8 solid colours for umbrellas. For multi-
coloured logos for which a white base is required we prefer to  
receive datafiles. For all other logos you can send us 1:1 films 
suitable for screen printing. In case you supply datafiles, please 
calculate with appropriate film costs. Making films from provided data 
will incur an additional charge. Images in halftone printing or 
gradients are printable on umbrellas up to a screen of 18 l/cm.

Closing straps and the cases of umbrellas article 5069, 5071, 5171, 
5430, 5605, 5640, 5649, 5655, 5699 and 7295 can be printed in 
1 colour only. Please refer to the corresponding article for possibilities 
and imprinting sizes.

Artwork
The initial costs of screen-printed advertising can be kept as low as 
possible by sending 1:1 films ready for screen-printing (= top-coated 
positive films). If films are not available, we will need vectorized 
graphic files in .eps format. Please create files in spot colours and 
convert fonts into curves. Other data formats (for example .jpg files) 
saved as EPS files cannot be used! Film charges and the creation of 
reproducible templates will be invoiced according to the time and 
effort required.

White undercoat/dual printing
Print colours require a white undercoat in almost all cases to achieve 
the required coverage, brightness of colour and colour accuracy. 
Costs are charged for this white undercoat as well as additional film, 
screen and set up costs because the white undercoat is always 
printed slightly smaller than the colour above (to avoid any possible 
visible white).

In contrast, a visible white print on a coloured background is printed 
double in the same print size. Costs are also charged for this dual 
print but double film, screen and set up costs are not charged.

A white undercoat is not required for white umbrella covers and/or 
the print colours silver, gold and black (see pg. 14).

Colormagic® imprint
Colormagic® overprint tones down screen-printed colours. Colour 
matching with Pantone or HKS colours cannot be ensured and does 
not constitute any ground for complaint. We recommend the 
production of a proof sample.

Imprinting
Maximum printing-sizes can be taken from each individual article-illustration. 

Transfer print
It is also possible to have a half-tone/raster print on the umbrella-
canopy – but up to utmost 45 dpi.

Process print (to CMYK with white undercoat): prices only upon 
request after checking the logo. In both cases we need tiff-datafiles 
with 300 dpi in original size or vectorized eps-files.

If the logos have finer colour shades we can also realise transfers up 
to a screen of 60 l/cm. – prices on request after checking the motive.

Embroidery
Embroidery adds a luxurious touch to bags and backpacks. The 
transformation of existing artwork into an embroidery-pattern is 
performed by using a high-quality special software. The finished look 
of an embroidery is directly linked to the quality of programming and 
therefore a perfect artwork is required. In this case please furnish us 
with an open pdf-file, min. 300 dpi, if available.

Doming
Doming is a digital printing system on an adhesive paper with which 
we can realize a brilliant photographic quality with 3D-look. The 
promotional labels will be printed on an adhesive paper and covered 
with a transparent resin-top to ensure a durable high-value image 
promotion.

Laser sticker
Laser stickers consist of two plastic layers. The upper layer will be 
removed by laser so that the logo will be shown in the colour of the 
lower layer.

Especially for personalisation (e. g. individual names) of umbrellas and 
bags.

Graphic files
Please note that we work with Illustrator (alternatively Corel Draw). 
Therefore, data-supply is appreciated in high definition:

.AI 

.FH 

.CDR 

.EPS  

.TIFF  
open .PDF



Excellent products - best service
What would be great products without an excellent service? During the 
realisation of bespoke articles you can count on our full support from beginning 
to end. This not only applies to the design, development and production to your 
specifications but also the complete logistical handling up to final delivery.

Subject to price changes and correction of errors. All data is given without warranty.

Binding colours, dimensions and weights
Caution: The illustrated colours may differ from the original 
and are not binding! All dimensions and weights are 
approximate. They are based on average values and they 
can deviate slightly depending on the production batch. 
Please contact us should you require exact details. 

Spot colours
Please take into account: In cases where colours are 
defined using Pantone or HKS, these will be mixed 
according to C for Pantone and K for HKS unless alterna-
tive instructions are given (however, textiles cannot be 
given high-gloss coverage). The material properties mean 
that 100 % compliance with Pantone or HKS colour 
definitions cannot be achieved.

Surcharges
For extensive sample-orders or orders with quantities 
differing from our packing units an amount of € 10.00 + 
freight costs will be charged. 

Samples
For administrative reasons samples cannot be returned.

Delivery time
Unbranded goods: approx. 1 week after receipt of order  
Branded goods: approx. 3 – 4 weeks after order confirma-
tion and approval.

Important information



UPF
50+

Textile coating

Original Dupont 
Teflon® coating

Optimized roll 
off effect by 
NANO coating
(see page 13)

Optimized roll 
off effect by 
FARE®-PEL coating

The cover has an 
excellent UV protection

Material quality Windproof-technique

Quality sign for 
especially hardened 
aluminium

Quality sign for 
especially flexible 
fibreglass

Wind resistant - signifies 
frames with higher flexibilty 
and stability than standard 
umbrellas in windy conditions

Windproof-System 
for maximum flexibility, 
stability and security in 
stormy conditions – 
FARE top models 
integrate this technology

Special sizes  / shapes

Gift box Premium Product

Opening and closing mechanisms

Umbrella opens 
and closes with 
automatic push-button

Push the umbrella together 
to use again

Umbrella opens 
with automatic 
push-button

Safety system

Special characteristics

Especially light Outstandingly small Eco friendly
Equipped with original  
3MTM ScotchliteTM  
reflective material

Especially 
low price

Ultra flat/ 
ultra thin Carry case Ventilation system

Promotional labelling options

Explanation of icons

Circular
Handle: 
one promotional 
labelling option

Handle: 
two promotional 
labelling options

Rectangular

Crook handle

Diameter Square shape

EX
PL

A
N

AT
IO

N
 O

F 
IC

O
N

S

Please refer to article description for detailed information of promotional labelling options.

This symbol identifies the 
ability to laser umbrella 
handles, handle rings and 
push-buttons.

Umbrella panels: 
logo screen print from 
1 to 8 colours on one 
or more panels

Closing strap: 
logo silkscreen imprint 
in 1 colour possible 
(more colours upon request)

Sleeve: 
logo screen print in 
1 colour 
(more colours upon 
request)

Sleeve:
screen print twice, 
1 colour possible 
(more colours 
upon request)

Bags: 
logo screen print in 1 colour 
(more colours upon request)

Screen printing Laser engraving

Doming in various designs and forms
(all articles that can be provided with doming as promotional labelling can also be finished with a laser sticker.)

On the side
Handle:
two promotional labelling 
options, square

Bags:
promotional labelling 
option, oval

You can find further information 

on laser engraving on page 16.

EXCLUSIVE FARE identifies products 
that are exclusively developed and 
produced by FARE or on behalf of 
FARE. This exclusivity is ensured by 
FARE with various protection rights. 

PREMIUM

Doming (photo sticker)
To be fixed in handles with suitable handle groove or on 
metal plate of Travelmate bags. Prices are valid for one 
up to multicolour prints.

Note: Silver is not possible in combination with white.

Caution: for technical reasons, the print area will be a 
little smaller than the total size indicated.

Doming ø 10 mm, plus fixing charge 
Quantity 48 to 239 > 240 > 624 > 1200
€ per piece 0.40 0.30 0.25 0.20

Doming ø 20 / 20 x 10 / 20 x 20 / 25 x 13 / 40 x 6 mm, 
plus fixing charge 
Quantity 48 to 239 > 240 > 624 > 1200
€ per piece 0.60 0.45 0.40 0.35

Doming ø 25 / 32 x 17 / 42 x 16 / 51 x 7 / 58 x 7 / 
59 x 7 mm, plus fixing charge 
Quantity 48 to 239 > 240 > 624 > 1200
€ per piece 0.70 0.55 0.50 0.45

Doming oval 49 x 27 mm, plus fixing charge 
Quantity 48 to 239 > 240 > 624 > 1200
€ per piece 1.40 1.15 1.00 0.85

Fixing charge doming, valid for all sizes 
Quantity 48 to 239 > 240 > 624 > 1200
€ per piece 0.50 0.45 0.40 0.30

Initial costs doming 
On delivery of a file in common formats,  
one or more colours

€ 60.00 per logo 
(initial production)

Setup fees if unchanged reproduction € 20.00 per logo

Laser sticker
To be fixed in handles with suitable handle groove or on 
the metal plate of Travelmate bags. Caution: limited 
colour selection. Caused by the laser process we cannot 
guarantee a pure white  / -golden logo colour.

Laser sticker ø 10 mm, plus fixing charge 
Quantity 48 to 239 > 240 > 624 > 1200
€ each 0.55 0.45 0.40 0.35

Laser sticker ø 20 / 20 x 10 / 20 x 20 / 25 x 13 / 40 x 6 / 
51 x 7 / 58 x 7 / 59 x 7 mm, plus fixing charge 
Quantity 48 to 239 > 240 > 624 > 1200
€ each 0.75 0.65 0.60 0.50

Laser sticker ø 25 / 32 x 17 / 42 x 16 mm,  
plus fixing charge 
Quantity 48 to 239 > 240 > 624 > 1200
€ each 1.10 0.95 0.85 0.75

Laser sticker oval 49 x 27 mm, plus fixing charge 
Quantity 48 to 239 > 240 > 624 > 1200
€ each 1.40 1.20 1.05 0.95

Fixing laser sticker,  
valid for all sizes with unchanged logo 
Quantity 48 to 239 > 240 > 624 > 1200
€ each 0.50 0.45 0.40 0.30

Fixing laser sticker,  
valid for all sizes for personalization 
Quantity 48 to 239 > 240 > 624 > 1200
€ each 0.75 0.65 0.60 0.45

Initial costs logo 
On delivery of a file 
in common formats

€ 25.00 set up charges per logo
€ 35.00 programming charges per logo

Setup fees if unchanged reproduction € 25.00 set up charges 
per logo

Initial costs for single names 
On delivery of a 
suitable Excel file

€ 25.00 setup fees per data sheet
€ 35.00 programming charges per data sheet

Proof charges (costs for release sample) 
(plus setup fees and programming charges + 
maybe article price + forwarding costs) 
Delivery time: approx. 1 week

€ 25.00 
per logo

Subject to price changes and correction of errors. All data is given without warranty.

Important information

Binding colours, dimensions and weights
Caution: The illustrated colours may differ from the 
original and are not binding! All dimensions and weights 
are approximate. They are based on average values and 
they can deviate slightly depending on the production 
batch. Please contact us should you require exact details. 

Spot colours
Please take into account: In cases where colours are 
defined using Pantone or HKS, these will be mixed 
according to C for Pantone and K for HKS unless 
alternative instructions are given (however, textiles 
cannot be given high-gloss coverage). The material 
properties mean that 100 % compliance with Pantone or 
HKS colour definitions cannot be achieved.

Samples

For administrative reasons samples cannot be returned.

Delivery time
Unbranded goods: approx. 1 week after receipt of order 
Branded goods: approx. 3 – 4 weeks after order confir-
mation and approval.

Prices
Ex works + carriage and taxes. From order value 
€ 1,000.00 (not including printing charges) delivery is 
free house in Germany or free German border for export.  
8107, 8207, 8900 will be delivered ex works only.

Remarks
All order subject to our general sales conditions and 
terms of payment and delivery.



Summary of article numbers and descriptions

MINI  
UMBRELLAS

REGULAR  
UMBRELLAS

MIDSIZE  
UMBRELLAS

GOLF  
UMBRELLAS

CHRISTMAS  
SPECIAL SUMMER BAGS

1083  AC regular umbrella Colorline   » NEW! 90

1102  AC regular umbrella   85

1112  AC regular umbrella FARE®-Collection   95

1115  AC regular umbrella FARE®-Fashion   92

1115UK  AC regular umbrella FARE®-Allover   93

1132  AC regular umbrella   89

1142C  AC regular umbrella Colormagic®   96

1152  AC regular umbrella   88

1159  AC regular umbrella FARE® Doubleface   99

1162  AC regular umbrella   87

1182  AC umbrella FARE®-Collection Square   97

1192  AC regular umbrella   86

1744  Regular umbrella FARE®-AC   100

1755  Regular umbrella FARE® Fibertec® AC   105

2235  Fibreglass golf umbrella   130

2275  Golf umbrella FARE®-Vent   137

2285  Fibreglass golf umbrella   132

2339  AC golf umbrella Fibermatic® XL Vent   » NEW! 140

2360  AC golf umbrella   129

2365  AC golf umbrella   131

2382  AC golf umbrella   128

2393  AC golf umbrella Jumbo® XL Square Color   139

2639  Golf umbrella Jumbo®-ALU LIGHT   135

2985  AC golf umbrella Fibermatic® XL   134

2989  AC golf umbrella Fibermatic® XL Square   141

3299  Bamboo regular umbrella Ökobrella®   114

3310  AC woodshaft regular umbrella   91

3330A  AC woodshaft regular umbrella   106

4110  Midsize umbrella ALU-LIGHT10   116

4132  AC midsize umbrella FARE®-Collection   119

4155  Midsize umbrella FARE®-Gearshift   124

4235  AC alu midsize umbrella RainLite®   125

4295  Alu midsize umbrella RainLite® Exclusive   126

4385  AC midsize fiberglass umbrella Fibermatic® Vent   118

4495  AC midsize umbrella FARE®-Compose   123

4584  AC midsize umbrella FARE®-Multicolor   117

4704  Midsize umbrella FARE®-Exklusiv 60th Edition   127

4783  AC midsize umbrella FARE®-Style   121

4870  AC alu midsize umbrella Windmatic®   120

4875  AC midsize umbrella Windmatic® Black Edition   122

5002  Mini topless umbrella   33

5008  Alu mini umbrella   34

5017  Mini umbrella   32

5042C  Mini umbrella Colormagic®   37

5055  Mini umbrella FARE®-Bottlebrella   38

5069  Mini umbrella SlimLite® Adventure   » NEW! 39

5070  Mini umbrella FiligRain®   36

5071  Mini umbrella Safebrella®   45

5095  Mini umbrella ÖkoBrella®   41

5171  Mini umbrella Safebrella® LED   48

5199  Mini umbrella FARE®-Exzenter   50

5380  Electrical mini umbrella FARE-iAuto®   » NEW! 81

5410  AOC mini umbrella   » NEW! 43

5430  AOC mini umbrella Slimlite®   54

5454  AOC mini umbrella Magic-Light®   60

5460  Mini umbrella FARE®-AOC   47

5470  AOC mini umbrella Rainlite® Trimagic®   57

5471  AOC mini umbrella Safebrella® LED   73

5474  AOC mini umbrella Rainlite® Only200   63

5480  AOC mini umbrella Trimagic® Safety   65

5489  AOC mini umbrella Trimagic® Safety Redline   67

5490  AOC mini umbrella Genie®-Magic   64

5496  AOC mini umbrella Genie®-Magic Slim   59

5510  AC mini umbrella   35

5560  Mini umbrella FARE®-AC   42

5565  Mini umbrella FARE®-AC   44

5571  AC mini umbrella Safebrella® LED   58

5583  FARE®-AC mini umbrella Mini Style   » NEW! 46

5593  AC mini umbrella FARE®-Nature   56

5601  AOC XL golf mini umbrella   » NEW! 53

5605  AOC golf mini umbrella Jumbomagic® Windfighter® FARE®-Exclusive   80

5606  AOC golf mini umbrella Jumbomagic® Windfighter®   70

5607  AOC golf umbrella Jumbo® Trimagic® Safety   75

5640  FARE®-AOC Oversize mini umbrella   52

5649  Mini umbrella FARE®-AOC Square   » NEW! 49

5655  AOC oversize mini umbrella FARE®-Gearshift   61

5663  AOC oversize mini umbrella Stormmaster®   78

5669  AOC oversize mini umbrella Stormmaster®   79

5670  AOC midsize mini umbrella RainLite®   71

5671  AOC midsize mini umbrella RainLite®   72

5675  AOC midsize mini umbrella RainLite® Classic   77

5680  AOC mini umbrella Nanobrella® Square   74

5690  AOC oversize mini umbrella Magic Windfighter®   66

5691  AOC Oversize mini umbrella Magic Windfighter® Flat Black   68

5699  AOC oversize mini umbrella Magic Windfighter® Carbon   76

5730  Mini umbrella FARE®-AluMini-Lite   40

5759  Alu mini umbrella FARE®-Exclusive-Design   62

5769  Mini umbrella SlimLite® Flat   51

5780  Alu umbrella Mini Windfighter®   55

5783  Alu oversize umbrella Mini Windfighter®   69

6139  Beach parasol Travelmate Camper   152

6485  3XL fibreglas golf umbrella FARE®-Doorman   144

6902  Children’s safety umbrella FARE®-Kids   84

7007  AC regular umbrella   110

7119  AC regular umbrella FARE®-Collection   101

7179  FARE® AC Christmas umbrella   151

7192  Regular umbrella FARE®-Reverse   108

7232  AC regular umbrella WETLOOK   109

7280  AC alu golf umbrella FARE®-Exclusive   149

7291  AC alu golf umbrella Rainmatic® XL Black   143

7295  AC alu golf umbrella FARE®-Exclusive   150

7350  AC woodshaft golf umbrella FARE®-Collection   133

7380  Electrical regular umbrella FARE-iAuto®   » NEW! 115

7471  AC golf umbrella FARE®-Reflex   148

7560  FARE®-AC alu regular umbrella   104

7571  AC regular umbrella Safebrella® LED   111

7580  Alu golf umbrella FARE®-AC   138

7700  Alu golf umbrella KiteBrella®   147

7770  Alu regular umbrella FARE®-Comfort   107

7790  Alu umbrella ALU LIGHT²   112

7793  Alu umbrella ALU LIGHT²   113

7810  Fiberglas golf umbrella Windfighter® AC²   136

7850  Alu regular umbrella Lightmatic®   94

7860  AC alu regular umbrella Windmatic®   98

7869  AC alu regular umbrella Windmatic®   103

7870  AC alu regular umbrella Windmatic® Color   102

7940  Golf umbrella FARE®-MFP   142

7949  Fiberglass golf umbrella FARE®-Exclusive-Design   145

7950  Fibreglass golf umbrella Windfighter® Vent   146

8107  Parasol 180/8   155

8207  Parasol 200/8   155

8900  Parasol base   155

9080  Travelmate business culture bag   156

9090  Travelmate business culture bag   157

9115  Travelmate beach shopper   153

9179  Travelmate shopper Christmas   151

9450  Travelmate business backpack   159

9550  Travelmate business notebook backpack   161

9650  Travelmate business sportsbag Large   160

9651  Travelmate business sportsbag Small   158

FTG1224  Fridge-to-go® Golfridge Hydrator   154
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